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Body Of Woman
Who Vanished In
'62 Found Here

RECEIVING AWARDS for volunteer work in the local
Branch NAACP are Edward B. Davis and Mrs. Alzetta
Clark and Mrs. Rufus Thomas at the right. In the center

is Dr. Vasco Smith, Jr., first vice president of the local
NAACP who presented the awards during a Freedom Mass
meeting at Metropolitan Baptist church last Tuesday.

410

69 Piano Students To
Try For Music Honors
Some 69 Ica:al
stutents
from the classes of six Memphis music teachers will audition for membership in the
National Fraternity of Student Musicians at Owen college May 31-June 3.
The auditions are being
sponsored by the National

The students striving for
pledges, local, district, state.
international
national
and
honors within the mother organizations are pupils of Mrs.
Leatrice Bell, Miss Mattye
Bell, Mrs. Dorothy T. Brown,
Mrs. Hattie Moseley, Mrs. M.
Blanche Slaughter and Mrs.
Hattie Swearengen.

JAMES H. MEREDITH is receiving an
award from Jesse H. Turner, president of
the Memphis Branch NAACP. for "helping to further the cause of human freedom." Meredith is the first Negro student
to be enrolled at the University of Mississippi. At the right is Atty. Derrick Bell of
New York City, who received an award for

Mrs. Constance Baker Motley, association
counsel-director of the NAACP Legal Defense Fund, who was unable to keep a
speaking engagement here because of a
court trial in Birmingham, Ala., last Tuesday. Atty. Bell gave the featured address
at the mass meeting.

Profs Ask Wallace To
Avoid 'An Oxford'

Funeral services for a worn.an who disappeared in early
December and whose body
was found here on May 8
were held last week at the
Tree of Life Baptist church.
The victim whose death was
listed as a suicide, was Mrs.
Rosie Harris, wife of James
Harris of 277 W. Fields rd.,
an employe of Kennedy VA
hospital.
Mrs. Harris, according to her
husband, left home about 6
p.m. on Dec. 1 and told him
she was going to the store.
The family car was later
found on Front Stret t near the
river and with it Were two
notes which indicated that she
was despondent and was taking her life. Another note was
found pinned to a bedspread
at her home.
FOUND BY SURVEYORS
Capt. W. M. Hood of the
Sheriff's Department said the
body was found by some workers making surveys on the
river, and that it was in a
badly decomposed state.
Harris identified the clothing that was on the victim
is that that his wife was wearing at the time she left home.
Chief County Medical Examiner Jerry Francisco neported that there were no
marks on the clothing that
indicated that the death was
anything other than suicide.
Burial was in National Cemetery with Southern Funeral
Home in charge of final arrangements.

Three university professors Riggs an associate professor
called upon Governor George of speech at Memphis State
Wallace of Alabama to avoid university.
MUST PLAY MASTERS
In the wire to Governoi
"another incident" by obeying
Honors will be conferred
the decision of the courts in Wallace, they said: "As the
upon the students according
the integration at the Uni- officers of the South-East Re- ,
to the number of standard
of thel
versity of Alabama.
gional Conference
classic, romantic and modern
The three, officers of the American Association of Unipieces chosen from the "masConference
Southeast Regional
versity Professors, we should
ters" of piano literature each
of the American Association be derelict in our duty to .the
can creditably perform in the
Of University Professors are Association, as well Ds in a
presence of an imported extir. Peter Bannon, president larger duty, if we failed to BILLIE JEAN McGUIRE
aminer from another state.
Russell H. Barrett, vice pres add Vur voices to the number,
A native of Portugal. Laires
President of the local NAident, and Joseph Riggs, sec- of those trying to prevent anbegan studying the piano at FOUR FELLOWSHIP RECIPIENTS — Four members of
ACP, Jesse H. Turner, revealed
retary-treasurer.
incident—this;
other
Oxford
the age of three, and subse- the faculty of Mitchell High school will study this summer
earlier this week that the
Dr. Bannon is' a professor of time at the University of Ala- i
quently studied under some of
Memphis NAACP Branch is
uni- barna.
universities
on
grants
from
the
National
Science
at
four
at
Memphis
State
English
the best pianists in Germany,
requesting that a qualified Nepolitical
Barrett
a
defiance
Dr.
Foundation.
Seated
from
left
are
versity,
"Uncompromising
Cleveland
S.
Staples,
who
France and Switzerland. He
gro be appointed to the City
sicenee professor at the Uni- of Federal law beyond the
will study physics eight weeks at the University of Akron
has won numerous awards.
Board of Education to fill the
Mississippi,
and
our
versity
of
in
provided
for
recourse
in Akron. Ohio, and Marion Tolliver. who will study
Laires joined the faculty of
vacancy created by the resignajudicial system is the path
the Oklahoma College for mathematics for seven weeks at Case Institute in Clevetion of Julian Bondurant.
can
defiance
Such
anarchy.
of
land. Edward K. Knight, standing left, will study bioWomen in 1961.
It was pointed out in the reexcite no lasting sympathy
physical chemistry at the University of Minnesota in St.
quest that Negroes represent
Pupils who participate will
can foster no good result.
and
Paul, for six weeks, while Kenneth A. Watkins will take
FERNANDO LAIRES
almoat 50 per cent of the local
be certified, given a gold or
It leads only to violence—perschool population "and the apbronze embossed pin and a eight weeks of chemistry at the University of Colorado in
haps as at Oxford to murder
Guild of Piano Teachers, of
pointment of a Negro would
membership in the Na- Colorado Springs. It will be the second fellowship grant
—and then to inevitable colwhich their teachers are mem- year's
provide a better balanced board
The Memphis Heart Assotional Fraternity of Student for Knight, who studied radiation biology at the University
er
.
lap
,,
s
F
bers.
ciation, Inc.-presented awards
o cope with its financial and
Musicians and Piano Hobbyof New Mexico in 1961. iPhoto by Clarence E. Withers).
om such tragedy neithHere to judge the performsegregation problems," said •
to volunteer workers, newsof the World.
the state,
university,
the
er
WILLIE
NESBY
ances will be Fernando Laires, ists
news release.
papers, radio and television
the country cannot emerge,
artist in residence and pro- Each year more than 60,000
stations, fraternal, PTA's and nor
all part of ,
We
are
unscathed.
fessor of piano,'at the Okla- piano pupils of the nation parother groups and individuals,
Alabama, and Alabama of us
homa College for Women at ticipate in the event at some
during an anuual dinner-meetFor this reason we cannot re- w.
600 music centeri in the U.S.
Chickasha, Okla.
ing at Hotel Peabody last
indifferent or silent, but
Wednesday night. Among main
whatever can be done
do
must
newspapers receiving a "CerTwo scholarships from the
at Huntsville
encourage
to
Tritificate of Merit" was the
Tuscaloosa an orderly, William P. and Marie R. Low- KEENER. Ala
and
ImmediState Defender.
peaceful compliance with the enstein Foundation have been ately following a dramatic
Dr. Thomas N. Stern, while decision of the courts."
awarded to two students gradA man who lumped over the feet from him," he said, "he making his annual report, said
memorial service at the spot
uating from
county
high
Tennessee - Arkansas bridge let go. I watched him go down that the local association raiswhere William Moore was murschools.
last Thursday has been iden- and disappear beneath the ed $89,000, the second-best
Receiving the grants which dered April 23, 11 Negro and
tried
tified as James M. Terrell, 62, water."
fund-raising drive.
amount to $400 a year are white CORE members who
Mrs. Terrell told police that
walk to
whose address was 964 S. WellBillie Jean McGuire of 7405 to complete Moore's
Dr. Walter K. Hoffman,
and
her husband told her that he
ington st.
Osborntown rd., Arlington, Jackson, were arrested
"In the nation today there is The identification was made was going out to play cards president-elect of Tennessee
GREENVILLE, Miss. — An
Jailed.
and
Willie
Alexander
told
the
Nesby
association,
Heart
Newhich
in
craft
estimated 500 heard a Mem- no skilled
by H. A. Sinclair of 786 Car- when he left home on Thursof 7455 Neshoba rd., German- They included Madeleine
audience that the greatest
two son, an
Sherwood, a stage actress whose
phis, Tenn. politician rap the groes constitute more than
employee of the U.S. day
town.
children
death
among
cause
of
Yet,
workers.
the
of
cent
Army Engineers at West Mem- She added that he had been
participation In the project has
federal government for per
Miss
McGuire,
a
condition.
senior
congenital
heart
at
is
and
semiskilled
the
in
is
"spending $80 million a year it
phis, after the man's wife re- despondent since he retired
MARION, Ark.—A 12-year- Barret's Chapel High School, drawn considerable attention;
Culbertson,
James
W.
Dr.
imthe
that
groups
unskilled
Ported him missing on the fol- from his job as a postal workNelson Barr, Jr„ Gordon Harfor relief to Cubans while Nepresident of the local associa- old girl lost her life in a des- has been awarded the fourstrikes lowing day.
er about five years ago.
ris, CORE field worker Claudie
groes suffer from the want of pact of automation
the perate effort to rescue her year scholarship, while Nesby
"A
good
deal
of
tion,
said,
first.
jobs."
Sinclair identited the vic- The body has not been re- success of Memphis Heart drowning brother, age four. will receive the grant for one Edwards, Bennie Luchion, Argovernment is sinour
"If
leen Wilke, Albert Uhrie, Don
tim from a photograph which covered.
George W. Lee, manager of
association is due to the ef- Both of them were swallowed year. Both students plan to
cere about removing the scares
Johnson, Vardwick Jackson
Mrs. Terthe Atlanta Life Insurance
fective work of its staff." He up by the water in a pond on attend Tennessee A8zI State
and depra- was obtained from
abuse
historical
of
and Bob Kacknowski. This
rell.
Granny Falls Off Bike added, "The future of the as- Mound City Rd., about 4 p.m. university.
Company branch in Memphis,
continue to
not
it
will
vation,
and a Republican of note, adBefore receiving the schol- brought to 29 the number of
According to Sinclair, he DUENWEG, Mo. — (UPI) — sociation rests with non-medi- last Sunday.
stand by, as Whitney Young of
arrested by Alabama
dressed the Mississippi EducaThe dead girl is Jean Trib- arship established by Mrs. Ma- persona,
League has well was driving across the bridge Mrs. Maggie McGee, 69, de- cal worker's cooperation with
Uehan
the
State troopers for attempting
tion Convention of the Baptist
'watch the nation lull about 1:30 p.m., when he saw cided to learn to ride her medical and technical work- ble. Her brother is Richy. rie K Lowenstein, applicants to carry on the murdered mailand
said,
church, last Friday night
They lived with their grand- had to appear before a panel
itself into a false sense of se- the man place one leg over the granddaughter's bicycle but fell ers."
man's walk on the Federal
off and broke her ankle.
Chairman of the 1963 Heart mother, Mrs. Emma Massey of judges which this year in"No part of this country will curity concerning the progress rail.
highways. Three are on a hunever again be able to say 'wait of the status of its race re- He said he put his car in "I guess I'll have to join a Fund drive was W. C. Manley, of Marion. Southern Funeral cluded Eld. Blair T. Hunt, Dr.
ger strike in jail: Eric Weinthe time ain't ripe' to the Ne- lations only to be rudely reverse, backed up to where club and learn how to ride," Jr. Presenting awards was home of Memphis is in charge Charles Dinkins, president of
berger. Albert TJhrie and Bengro. The indelible pictures of awakened by a violent ex- the man was still climbing she quipped to an ambulance Paul Flowers, a local news- of the incomplete funeral Owen College, Thomas J. Willis, Universal Life Insurance nie Luchion.
paper columnist.
service.
over. "When I got about six driver.
our time: the neatly-starched plosion.'"
company; Harold
Whalum, As soon as Jim Peck. a perfirst grader, walking straight The federal government
Union Protective Life; and Dr. sonal friend of Moore's and a
to her first day at a white should concentrate a little less
Hollis F. Price, president of Freedom Rider severely beaten
School; the terror of the night on its multi-million dollar
in Alabama, had concluded the
LeMoyne college.
at Oxford, Miss., the dogs un- Foreign Aid program and a
Miss McGuire, who lives service by laying a wreath at
leashed on the kneeling dem- little more on the problems of
Birmingham, our Urban Centers, said Lee
with an aunt and uncle, rank- the murder site, the 11 walkers
onstrators in
Carroll of the Drouth Carroll ed second at Barret's Chapel donned their placards and
Plans are being made to Youth Guidance Commission. Guidance Commission
and the Cubans, migrated to to the 500 audience.
started to walk. Before they
Company; Alridge in a class of 74.
Miami to replace thousands of Rev, West, pastor of Mt. Mos start a public drive to raise Representatives from both Named chairmen of commit- Pontiaa
had proceeded two steps, they
Mitchell coach at Melrose high
Negroes in jobs, with the gov- riah Baptist church in Mem- funds for a day-camp for local commissions and interested tees were:
—
Bill Ross, AFL-CIO
were seized by state troopers
ernment spending $80 million phis, vice president of the Mis- Negro boys, announced J. citizens composes officers and
school, James Cross of City
representative, financial chairwho had been scrutinizing the
a year for relief to the Cubans sissippi State Education Bap- Drew Canale, who was recent- members of Camp Care.
man, who will head the fund Park Commission and others.
memorial service and on occaOfficers, other than Chair,
while the Negroes suffer for tist Convention, invited Lee. ly elected chairman by a group
of
the
First
two
four-week
raising drive; Joseph. Westsion harassing the participants.
the went of jobs.
Funds were raised for the of interested citizens who are man Canale, are:
brook, supervisor at the City camping periods will be June
They had already arrested on
Thaddeus T. Stokes, editor
The Zeta Ensemble enter"The Federal government Greenville Industrial college. sponsors of the idea.
July
10.
The
13
to
second
will
traffic violations four drivers
The recently organized day of the Tri State Defender, vice Board of Education, transporshould do more to help Nebe July 15 to Aug. 15. And tained for Miss Lillian Whitcamp has been named "Camp chairman; Robert Lewis of the tation, chairMan; and Nat D. estimated 400 boys will par- ney, bride-elect of Clarence of the motorcade which had
groes achieve full economical
Booker
proceeded from Gadsden to the
Care," which is expected to Lewis and Sons Funeral Home, Williams, a teacher at
equality. To fail in this can
T. Washington and a disc ticipate in the two camping Stokes, at the home of Mr. murder site.
be developed into a model secretary • treasurer; Robert
and Mrs. Clinton Ray of 1841
only turn these revolution
periods
which
is
about
100
perjockey at WDIA, public. relasummer day-camp for under- Wright, owner of the Memphis
Aorces away from their concent increase over the number S. Parkway East, last Satur- Problem
tions chairman.
Resolved
day evening.
Friendship Baptist Church, privilege boys between six and Bail Bond Agency, executive
structive potential and bring
served last year.
the
of
Hale
14
Chairman
director;
said
Marion
Other
affiliated
persons
with
years of age,
Miss Whitney, a member of LONDON — (UPI) — A
irreparable harm to the future 1355 Vollintine st., plans to obSlogan for the financial the Ensemble, was presented newspaper advertisement proPark Commission, program di- Camp Care include; Mrs. Joan
of this nation and to freedom serve Young People's Day, Canale,
itself," said Lee.
Sunday, June 2, announces Camp Care will operate in rector; and Euless T. Hunt, Strong, state representative drive will be "If You Care, a sterling silver gift. Mrs. Lue claimed "Another solution to
Conjunction with the annual, superintendent of Negro Rec- frqrsi Memphis; W. C. "Bill" Send A Boy To Camp Care." Whitney and
Mrs. Irene the mother-in-law problem —
"The technical revolution, Bertrand Shores, chairman.
now threatens to worsen, the Guest speaker is expected to summer day-can-1p which has reation for the Park Commis- Weathers, assistant manager Contributions should be sent Stokes, mothers of the engag- a new house on a select estate
Negro's relative opposition in be Charles R. Brahan of Ma- been sponsored for the last sion, camp director. Coordina- of Foote-Cleaborn Homes, A. to; Youth Guidance Commis- ed couple, and Mrs Annie M. where your elderly relatives.
the labor force which has been nassas High school, during a three years by the City Park tor is Capt. Kenneth Turner, W. Williams, of WDIA; Atty. sion "For Camp Care," 128 Naylor, basileus tif the sorori- can be accommodated nearby
in a new block of flatlets.
ty were special guests
3 p. m. program.
Commission ond the Memphis executive director of the Youth Russell Sugarmon, C., "Sid" Adams at., Memphis.
static for many years.

Requests That
Negro Be Placed
On School Board

Awards Presented
By Heart Assoc.

•

Lee Raps Government For Cuban
$80 Million Relief Program In
Face Of Negroes Without Jobs

Identify Suicide As
Retired Postal Worker

'County Students
in Scholarships

Girl 12, Drowns
In Effort To
Save Brother, 4

Plan Public Fund Raising Drive For Camp Care

Zeta Entertains
For Bride - Elect

Young People's Day
At Friendship

110

Arrested On Path
Where Moore Was
Found Dead
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Randle, 765 Kerr; girl, Paula
Elaine.
May 21.
May 18.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Young,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry L. Dick- 862 Marianna; boy, Willie Jr.
son, 1158 Kerr; boy, Edward.
Mr. and Mrs. Yames Ivory,
.1Mr. and Mrs. Willie L. 804 Mississippi; a boy.
Peewitt, 529 Edith; boy, Darryl
Mr. and Mrs. Willie L. Jones,
Dwayne.
645 Buntyn; a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond WilMr. and Mrs. H. R. Williams,
liams, 64 E. Utah; boy, Greg- 3006 Crystal; girl, Annette.
ory Dewayne.
Mr. and Mrs. David Price,
Mr. and Mrs. James L. 709 Wells; a girl.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Martin,
Thompson, 1312 Lincoln; girl,
1804 Felix; boy, Eddie AnLinda Kay.
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Wor- thony.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Jones,
they, 194 Pretoria; boy, Greg842 Ida; boy, Dwayne Eddie.
ory Lynn.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence E.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse L. Hurd.
1106 Tulley; boy, Ray An- Wade, 1200 James; boy, KerTHE PROGRESSIVE
ry Bernard.
thony.
Mr. and Mrs. Elclree Echols. The Progressive Social Club has made plans to hold its
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Shelton, 1332 Kansas; girl, Linda 1199 Cummings; boy, Terry
first dance of the Summer season Saturday, June 1, at
Lynn.
Renee.
the Flamingo Room, 140,? Hernando at., announces Curtis
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Fletta, Mr. and Mrs. Julius Walker, Jackson, club founder. The dance will start at 9 p.m. Gene
ing, 1083 Springdale; girl, 660 Firestone; boy, Ricky.•
"Bowlegs" Miller will supply music. Special guests will be
May 22.
Lesia.
Blues-Singer Rufus, Thomas, writer of the song-hit "The
McKinBerl
Mrs.
and
Mr.
May 19.
Dog." and Riley Williams, president of the F & 8 Social
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie L. nie, 510 Vance; girl, Pamela
Williams, 1848 Benford; boy, Loraine.
Mr. and Mrs. Excel] Lawson,
Shedrick Bernard.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Smith, 1143 Hammel; girl, Angela Pa202 Henry; girl, Sandra Re- trice.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Price,
nee.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Shaw, 2558 Houck: girl, Toni Felicia.
877 Neptune; boy, Dennis Rus- Mr. and Mrs. Fred Garner,
203 W. McKellar; boy, George
sell.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny John- Vincent.
son, 2103 Corry; boy, Aundra. Mr. and Mrs. John Williams,.
1656 S. Parkway East; boy,
May 20.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris C. Sim-..lames Anthony.
mons 1172 Florida; boy, Mor- May 23.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mcris Lee jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Sammy L. Clain, 738 Wells, Apt. A; girl,
Brown, 091 Mar'lle; boy, Sam- Patricia Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. Elton Jackson,
my Lee Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Clax- 1342 Latham; girl, Tammye
ton, 2972 Shannon; girl, Mary LaNelle.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Moore.
Ella.
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Young, 677 Roberson; girl, Brenda
292 W. Trigg: boy, Marcus Fave.
Mr. and Mrs. Wade Hayes,
Lopez.
!
Mr. and Mrs. Minner Palm- 965 Gracewood; girl, Stephanie
er, 276 S. Parkway; boy, Rob- Dawnna.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Gibbs,
bie Allen.
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Flem- 639 Whitehaven Lane; a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Lugene Reed,
ing, 1388 Stonewall; a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Riley D. Ma- 1691 Ragan; boy, Gino Ricardo.
lone, 2359 Brooklyn;
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Fields.
Demetria Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy D. TAY - 1741 Ash; boy, Mose.
Slaughhams, 1404 Briton; girl, Regina, Mr. and Mrs. John
ter, 1644 Davis; girl, Tracy
Dale.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen J. Claik, Lynne.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Curreth1076 N. Dunlap; boy, Fredrick
'ers, 1841 Keltner Cl., Apt. 2;
Wayne.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie B.!girl. Vicki Darlene.
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MILTON MACK

SOCIAL CLUB
club. Tickets will be on sale at Henry Ford's Photo Studio,
1336 Florida at. Tickets can also be obtained from club
members. President of the club is Dave Gholson and vice
president is Andrew Daniels, above, at the left is Clifford
Miller'owner of the Flamingo, who talking to some of the
club members.

:47.0 at the SIAC meet in Atlanta. An official claimed his
stepped out of his lane.

Milton Mack
To Compete In Knocked Down
South Dakota Segregated Law
Involving Hotels

SOME

B1
Et

Milton Mack, the fleet-footed
advanced freshman at LeMoyne
College, and Coach Jerry C.
ORLEANS — Ruling III
Johnson leave by plane Thurs- NEW
by James Mc:
day of this week for Sioux a case brought
organization diCORE
Clain.
where
Dakota,
South
Falls,
AN
special three Judge
Mack will run the 440 - yard rector, a
Memi
court unanimously Inevent in the NAIA national district
verit)
validated a state law enforcing
track meet.
this
in hotels. Judge gib
S zh
The meet is scheduled for segregation
tritomt
Et aua
John M. Wisdom and Judge Mr
Friday and Saturday.
Christenberry said the
Mack, a graduate of Booker Herbert
"dooms the longT. Washington High School, decision
wide custom
Thi
won the 440-yard run at the standing state
that white hotels may not aclor,
InvitaState
College
Alabama
What has fast become the June 1, and on Sunday, June
Negro guests."
John
tional Meet in the time of :49.1, cept
McClain initiated the case •
mid-south's most popular golf 2, the golfers will compete and later broke a record set
event for amateurs, the AN- within flights for the 30 at Arkansas AM&N College's after being refused a room RC,
memt
NUAL TOURNAMENT of the awards and prizes made avail- Invitational Meet last year by the Hotel Orleans last Noveme,,
since
NASHVILLE LINKS golf club, able through the courtesy of running the distance in :48.1. ben. CORE has planned non1958.
are
beer. There
scale
is scheduled for the Cumber- Fallstaff
disap- violent action on a major
dismal
suffered
He
Thr
land Golf course in Nashville, seven flights for men, includ- pointment early this month If the hotels continue to disrriemt
iJune I-2. Both men and wom- ing seniors, and three flights when he was disqualified after criminate when the American
State:
en golfers from a five-state for women — plenty of room winning the 440 by 20 yards in Legion holds its convention
Satur
here in July.
.area of the middle south, for the "hopeful hundred
McCain's case was handled
along with competitors from breakers."
Imaindays.a
by Lolls Elie, CORE attorney."
Missouri, Illinois, Ohio and
A "19th hole" buffet supper,
and by Jack Nelson and Ben'
Michigan, are expected to par- cocktail dance and an open
ml
Smith. attorneys for the Amerticipate.
house at the new Bra Club,
instructor ican Civil Liberties Union.
.dresei
Tucked alongside the Cum- Saturday night, will add to As a painter, as an
and 1
berland river bank, the course the Normal hazards of the of art at LeMoyne College,
and 1
and as a product of Pratt Inis just the right blend of hills, following day's play.
Aft
stitute's graduate school, I was
pazards and length to chalNashville boasts of having extremely interested in your
rind (
lenge the skills of the average
a wealth of good amateur profile of Jacob Lawrence. I
eithet
golfer. Its par 72 layout has
players to challenge the best found the article to be a sober
sti
kAtua.
two holes over 550 yards in
out-of-town cities have to well delineated account of one
length and four par-4 holes that
Belgi
offer. For more information man's art and one man's life.
over the 400 yard mark.
Hall, 2016 Clifton Both the discussion of the
tli
ck
ao
bc
S
Qualifying rounds for all catl S. L.
role of his art via a vie the civil William "Bull" Owen, superNashville AL. 6-7797.
players are set for Saturday. Rd.,
rights struggle and the discus- intendent of Memphis Motor
Teaes:i
gin
July
sion of his mode of art produc- Vehicle Postal Service, has
tion (which included the state- been engaged to address the
ate
ments made about the place Men's Bible Class of Mt. Olive
He /
of teaching in the daily life of CME church, 538 Linden Ave.,
scien.
an artist) were extremely in- Sunday, June 2, at 9 a.m.
formative and I hope will do Owen has been asked to adand
much to dispell erroneous no- dress the young men and
emu
vocabusight
a
Building
tions about the way an artist women of the church on "emtenai
CLYDE BASS. a short-stop for the Federal Compress
The first report in a six- 2.
recogniup
speeding
and
works.
ployment in the various fields
He
Rese
Blues, was the Semi Pro League's leading homerunner last
year reading program which lary
I found the article so worth- of government service." All
went into effect a year ago at tion of it.
season. He knocked 17 homeruns and 31 runs driven in.
soundself-help
Teaching
while that I am making it a interested persons are invited
the Ford Road Elementary 3.
Bass, who has never failed to make the Semi-Pro Allpiece of recommended reading to attend.
school was given to the com- ing.
Star Team since the League was organized, has blasted a
•59 N. Alar, •413 N. Cleveland •3451 Summer
comprehension.
Developing
4.
to my students.
Owen was recently appointmunity at a gathering held at
homerun in each contest during the last three years.
5. Making available interest- Thank you for publishing it, ed chairman of the "Equar
•3911 Park Avenue • 51 N. Highway .3454 Plaza
the school recently.
level.
Standing only five feet, five inches and weighing 150
pupil's
the
at
reading
ocing
the
and thank you certainly for Opportunity Committee," by
The guest speaker for
.1955 South Third
pounds, he is one of the most feared hitters in the league. !
participating on the the kind words about Pratt In- Postmaster E. L.
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Like New
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Transmission.
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WASHINGTON — (UPI) amps in nearby Birmingham.
— The Supreme Court re- Kennedy on May 12 ordered
jected a complaint by Gov. McNamara to deploy the troops
George C. Wallace that on a standby basis.
President Kennedy acted
Wallace claimed that the
illegally by sending federal state could handle any situatroops into Alabama during tion that might arise. He asked
the recent Birmingham race the court to order removal of
TALENT UNIVERSALITIES
violence.
the federal forces.
Talented Universalites, performing during the April Forum
alons; Miss Aurelia Rodman, program chairman! songstress
Wallace accused the Presiat Universal life Insurance Company's Home Office, are:
and dancer, Mrs. Veniece Starks; Mrs. Florence Williams,
From left, dramatic and comedy actresses, Milks Anita
mistress of ceremonies; and soloists, Mrs. Louise H. Polk, dent of trying to set up a military dictatorship and of violatSiggers, Miss Maxine Hollingsworth, Miss Griselda Brooks.
Mrs. Marguerite Mosley and Mrs. Elms Tunstall
ing the federal and state conand Mrs. LeEleanor Benson, doing one of her impersonastitutions.
1
The court acted in a oneparagraph, unsigned opinion.
Justice Bryon R. White did
not participate.
The Personnel of Universal, the Rainbow
also wtt h RobThe opinion said "in essence
Life
Company'slert Talley, and Mrs. MargueInsurance
the papers show no more than
Home Office, 480 Linden ave.irite Mosley, singing "Misty,"
that
the President has made
Charles W. Phillips, faculty
was surprised to find so much accompanied by Miss Griselda
ready to exercise the authority member of LeMoyne's natural
new and dormant talent in Brooks: A versatile young lady
conferred on him by (federal science division, has accepted
their midst. This talent was Mrs. Veniece Starks, who addlaw) by alerting and stationing an invitation to teach during
uncovered by three members ed the jazz tone, accompanied
of Universal's sub-forum com- by Robert Talley, his drum- (UPI) City, count!), and military personnel in the Birm- June and July at a National
Science Foundation Institute in
ingham area."
mittee charged with the re- mer, and saxxophonist, sang campus
announced
police
"Such purely preparatory Radiation Biology and Isotope
sponsibility for the April Fo- "Our Day Will Come," and
plans to combine into a single measures and their alleged ad- Technology at Tuskegee Inrum Hour. Determined to ful- encored with "All Right, OK,
force to handle any trouble verse general effects upon
fill their charge. Miss Aurelia You Win."
. ANN ARBOR. Mich. — A
Rodman, Mrs. Florence Wil- Dramatic talent was display- that may develop over integra- (Alabama and its governor) afMemphian will be with the Uniliams and Mrs. Le Eleanor ed by Miss Maxine Hollings- tion of the University of Ala- ford no basis for the granting
' verity of Michigan Glee Club
of any relief," the court added
Benson scouted the building in worth reciting "Unawares" bama in June.
di this summer when the organiWallace had moved to
search of talent. The result Miss Anita Siggers, with her Tuscaloosa City and county
‘
'
1.zation takes a six-week tour
was 10 acts performed by nine dramatic portrayal of "I Am police canceled vacations for hewynited States and Defense
that will carry them into 12
Secretary Robert S. McNamara
young ladies, excluding the an American," and Miss Gris- an indefinite period, according
European countries.
directly in the Supreme Court.
chairman, Miss Rodman, who elda Brooks who recited an to Sheriff Nathan Chism and
MOORE
MRS.
THELMA
The constitution gives the Su'The student is John J. Tayled devotion and Mrs. Wil. original poem, "A Tribute to Chief William Marble. The
Mrs. Thelma Moore was magpreme Court original jurisdiclor. Jr.. son of Mr. and Mrs.
hams, a committee member, Mother."
headed
force
is
police
campus
tion in such cases.
nificent with her piano rendiJohn J. Taylor. Sr., of 631
who introduced newcomers Mrs. Le Eleanor Benson was by Marshall Allen Rayfield.
The governor objected to the
Jgnnette pl.. who has 'been a
tion of "Juba Dance Duett." and assured the program's con- superb as a comedienne. She
member of the organization
Marble said, "We plan to nresence at Fort McClellan and
The finale, by the two young tinuity .with her wit and fi- gave a comedy narrative desince he entered the school in
ladies making their second ap- nesse as mistress of ceremo- signed to show how exacting maintain law and order fairly Maxwell Air Force base of
impartially. We are hav- some 3,000 troops for use in the
1958.
pearance, Mrs. Veniece Starks nies.
business and the world are and
ing meetings to plan for any event of new racial disturb,
and Miss Maxine HollingsThe glee club. with some 40
The program was many- in their demands on us, but for
trouble which may break out
C. W. PHILLIPS
m,embers, will leave the United
worth in Latin American cos- sided. Mrs. Elma Tunstall Ise- the man of worth they have
here."
States and arrive in Rome on
tumes showed everyone how bell started the show with rich rewards. Though Mrs.
stitute
in Alabama.
were
in
preparaThe
plans
Saturday. June 8. After reo do the newest dance erase, "Wine and Roses" sung to the Benson's oratory and creativetion for the admission of Miss
Mr. Phillips will instruct a
maining in Rome for three
the Flossa Nova. The Univer- music of Robert Talley. Other ness are well-known, her im- Vivian Malone, 20, of Mobile
class of 20 college and high
days, the group will go by bus
sal Life audience was enthu- soloists were Mrs. Louise Polk, personations revealed a great as a transfer student from Alaschool science teachers in rato Naples.
"Somewhere over talent heretofore hidden.
siastic and appreciative as the who sang
bama A & M in Huntsville.
Cummings
Elementary
school
diation physics He was a -par.The first concert will be
great store of talent unfolded
will
present'
its
third
annual
ticipant last summer at the
A federal judge refused to
aresentfd in Patras. Greece,
from typists, stenographers,
affair
entitled,
"Showtime
Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear
JOHN J. TAYLOR
, delay the admission of Miss
and later ones given in Athens
and other office specialists. "It
U.S.A.,"
Friday
night,
May
31,
Studies.
, Malone and David MeGlatheand Thessaloniki.
lry, a mathematician with the at 7:30 p. m., in the school
After appearances in Italy work for the master of arts was a great show, said coMr. Phillips did his under'administrabusiness
degree
in
workers.
space agency at Huntsville. cafetorium.
and Greece, the glee club will
graduate work at Virginia
December,
time
in
tion
some
"Showtime
U.S.A."
will
feaMcGlathery will attend the
either sing or tour Yugoslavia.
State College and earned his
enter
university's extension school ture skits, songs and dances master's at Columbia.
Austria, Poland, Czechoslova- 1963, after which he will
Force.
characteristic
the
Air
of
the
five
reat Huntsville.
kia, Germany. Luxembourg.
gions of the United States. It
Taylor was graduated from
Belgium, France. England and
NEW YORK —Although been accepting Negro guests
High
will begin with the Northern
Washington
Booker
T.
Scotland. The group will arrive
Corpora- for the past several weeks.
Hotel
Hilton
the
Region. Next the Southern,
1958 as the valedicThe- refusal of the Hilton,
back in the United States on school in
yet
made
no
tion
has
as
Middle West, Great Plains and
torian of his class.
Inn to accept a mixed deleJuly 8.
public announcement of a
the West regions will be dipictgation of NAACP representa- ,
Taylor is presently a graduchange of policy in its Ated. Also, Alaska and Hawriii,
ate student at the university.
ATLANTA — (UPI) — A lanta hotel, Hilton Inn, the lives from New York City last
our newest states, will be ,in- flare's blessed relief from tortures of vaginal
He received his bachelor of
Itch, meal Itch, chafing, rash and ecaema
30-year-old Negro became the National Association for the July led to threats of picket- .
-"
WASHINGTON, D.C.—Med- cluded.
with an amaring new scientific formula
science degree in industrial enfirst member of his race to Advancement of Colored Peo ing of Hilton hotels by NAAcalled LANACANE Thus fast...sing, staim
The
principal.
Mrs.
Helen
gineering there early this year
be ordained in the Roman ple revealed that the chain's CP units throughout the coun- gar W. Evers of Jackson, Miss., M. Hooks, the chairman, Mrs. less medicated creme kills harmful bacteria
and
try and to prolonged negotia- who was involved in James
and at the same time was
Catholic Archdiocese of At- Atlanta
skin lime. Stops scratching—so
establishment
has
Ruby C. Howze, the faculty and inflamed
tions.
healing, Don't suffer another minute.
commissioned a second lieuanta.
Meredith's entrance into the students are inviting the pub- 'speeds
last LANACANE today at all drug amuse.
Because of the exclusion of University of Mississippi, will
tenant in the U. S. Air Force
The Rev. William E. Callic to attend.
Willie Robert Chapman of houn, a convert, was ordained
Negroes from its Atlanta and he given a Meritorious
Reserves.
New Orleans hotels, the NAA- Achievement Award at the
He expects to complete his 631-B St. Paul, honor student by Archbishop Paul J. Haitiand junior at LeMoyne, is one nen.
CP moved its annual Freedom 20th Anniversary convention
of eight college students seFund Dinner in New York of the American Veteran ComRev, Calhoun has just comlected by the department of pleted his studies at St. Mary's
City, from the Waldorf-Astor- mittee.
biochemistry at the University Seminary in Baltimore, Md.
ia to the Americana Hotel.
of Tennessee Medical Units for He attended a Negro high
Meanwhile, a three-judge The organization of World
participation in a research school and college in Atlanta
and
Artists
the
Federal District Court in New War II and Korean War veterMembers of
program.
and was converted to Cathol- Models Social club met recent- Orleans ruled unconstitutional ans is convening at the MayParticipants in the program icism in 1954 while serving ly at their clubroom at 358 the Louisiana state law sanc- flower Hotel, May 30 and 31,
sponsored by the National Sci- with the U. S. Air Force in Beale and made plans for their tioning segregated hotels. It June 1 and 2. AVC is the first
integrated veterans orence Foundation, will spend Germany.
party to be held on Saturday was on the basis of this law, fully
"Citfrom eight to 10 weeks during
'night, June 8, in the Oates challenged in a suit filed by ganization. Its motto is
Veterans Second."
the summer in one of the rejManor Community center NAACP Legal Defense law- izens First,
search laboratories of the bio,starting at 8 p. m., and to yers, on behalf of Mrs. Daisy
Evers, NAACP field secrechemistry department at U-T.
Bates of Little Rock. Ark., that tary for the Gulf States, is
which the p;iblie is invited.
After business was com- the Hilton chain said it could presently engaged in formpleter!, members enjoyed a re- not accept Negro guests in its ing an AVC chapter in Jackson.
New Orleans hotel.
A large group of special past and played cards.
Officers of the club include
'Your Home Away From Home' guests are expected to attend
Congressional Miss Lillian Cleveland, presiSouth's Finest With 75 per cent when the Ninth
Democratic League holds its dent: Miss 011a Jean Dixon.
Wall-To-Wall Carpet
regular monthly meeting Wed- secretary; Mrs. Claudette ColAir Conditioned Suites —
nesday, June 5, at 7:30 p. m., lier, acting reporter and finanKitchenettes - 4 Sections
'tilro.
"
11,
at Universal Life Insurance cial secretary, and Mrs. Bobbie
3 Paring Spaces
Building, 4600 Linden ave., an- Jean Batts, business manager.
Free Television
2159 CENTRAL AT COOPER
EIR 4-7571
nounced the publicity commit- Mrs. Evelyn Hibbs and Mrs.
Furn. - Cottage - Picnic
tee. Atty. H. T. Lockard is Mary C, Clark were also presCASE PRICE!
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A
3 Entrances • 3 Patios
4, V
ent.
The Only One OF Its Kind president of the club.
PARKIAG
AREA
LARGE
3 Blks, Off Malvern Ave.
Cor. Henry & Lincoln St.
"SHOP CENTRAL — AND SAVE"
Wm. McKenzie Owner & Mgr.
Phone NA 3-7843
Hot Springs, Ark,
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Private & Semi-Private Baths
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RUMORS ARE GETTING the streei. Meanwhile,
LOUDER and louder in the thoughts turned to next year's
Negro Community about can- parade.
didate-for-mayor, Judge WilOLD SOLDIERS, just like
liam Ingram's effect in the
race will only siphon off some old segregationists, never die.
Negro votes, thus making it They just grow narrower in I
easier for Mayor Henry Loeb mind by the day. What deto return to office, if the race cision did the local NAACP
goes into a three-man or more expect in the excelerated
school desegregation plan subheat.
JAMES H. MEREDITH was mitted in Federal District
swamped by autograph seek- Court last week. Judge Maers when he appeared in rion Boyd still rules that
Memphis at Metropolitan Bap- roost.
tist church last Tuesday night
SINCE EULESS T. HUNT
to receive an award from the has been working with Negro
local NAACP Branch. Long recreation here for the city
after the program had ended, during the last five years, he
old and young sought to have has developed a very good
photographs made with Mere- recreation program. Presently
dith.
his job title is "supervisor .for
THE COTTON MAKERS' Negro Recreation." We think
JUBILEE grand parade was that Hunt should be promoted
bigger than last year, but less to assistant superintendent of
ebntroversfal. Spectators were City recreation, Park Comfrom sidewalk to curb deep. mission Hoard of Directors,
Some even spilled over into what are you waiting for?
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BTW Graduate To Tour
Europe With Glee Club

Police Units
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Ala. U. Violence
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Atlanta's Hilton Inn
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HOSIERY SHOPS

Where Prices Are Right

SEAMLESS HOSE Stretch -Plain,
Mesh & Sandal Styles
C Pair
Pairs $190

COMPLETE FAMILY STORE
EASY CREDIT TERMS
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RECORD SHOP
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Church Of Living God
Holds General Confab

at Howard University for
."travel, study and research"
WASHINGTON — A Wash- during the 198344 school
year.
ington Evening Star grant of
The award is the sixth to
22,500 has been awarded to be presented
to a Howard
James A. Porter, professor and faculty member
Since women constitute a curity and
in as many
independence and head
significant segment of the laiof the department of art years.
consistent discipline." If we as
NASHVILLE — A total of finance and membership re- ty of the church, the United parents
communicate to our
1,500 delegates and members ports, outlines of church struc- Presbyterian Women of Beth- children ideas of personal
infrom 15 states and abroad are ture expansions and reports el Presbyterian church U.S.A. tegrity and honesty a feeling
expected here May 25-June 8 on spiritual advancement for were charged to conduct the of responsibility for
themSunday
Morning
Worship selves and others,
or the 1963 General Assembly the new year.
out of our
Service.
"Lord, if Thou hacist been ily sought the whereabouts of of the Church of the Living
homes will emerge true adults;
here. ..."
Activities
Jesus. When found they in- God, Pillar Ground of Truth.
were centered industrious, independent,
McCALLISTER WATERS,
emo—John 11:21 formed Him that Lazarus was They will be convened at
around the theme "What Do tionally healthy
responsible
Gen. Sales Mgr.
7 FUTURE ALARMING
We Owe The Church?"
dead.
the church national headquaradults who can build
good
A recent news release stated
After completing His mis- ters by its Chief Overseer
Mrs. J. H. Robison, case lives for themselves, their famthat one out of every two and sion Jesus came to the resi- Bishop M. L. Jewell,
worker of Family Service and ilies, their communities and
who has
PiOD:tr:
one-half marriages end in di- dence of Mary and Martha. remained in Nashvill
r
a United Presbyterian Wom- perhaps the world. Rev. J. A.
e the
vorce; sixty per cent of the Martha ran out and told Him, past days making official
an was the speaker for the McDaniel is the pastor.
aryoung people become involved "Lord, if Thou hadst been rangements
morning. Her message points
for "probably the
in alcohol, crime and other here my brother would not biggest assembl
out some of the broad impliy in more than
evils, and the number of brok- have died." How applicable 50 years.''
cations involving the church
en homes is on the increase this same thing is to our day
today.
Delegations
will register
each year.
and time. If Jesus were the
With the conviction that
Such accounts coupled with center of or lives many of the from Florida, Mississippi, AlaChristian love is the basic
the other unnamed happen- things now happening would bama, California, Missouri,
Kansas,
foundat
Tennessee, Kentucky,
ion
for
ings of today makes this world never happen.
wholesome
family life, Mrs. J. H. RobinOhio,
Indiana,
Wisconsin,
a bitter picture. Well-meaning FALL SHORT
son
Michiga
chose excerpts from the
n, New York, Pennsylpeople and particular parents
The social, cultural, educa- vania and Nassau.
13th chapter of first Corin- MT PLEASANT, Miss. —
today are alarmed at the fu- tional,
and economic processes
thians
as a scriptural refer- Rev. W. C. Armstrong, presidTwo new states added to the
ture of the world tomorrow.
of our day have all fallen
ence.
ing elder of the Holly Springs
national roster this year are
Well-thinking people cannot far
short of solving the prob"Love
is patient and kind; Episcopal district delivered
but voice alarm at current
lems of our day, We are not New York and New Jersey
love
is
not jealous or boastful; the main address during the
world conditions. We are in
discrediting the possibilities of where new churches have, been
it is not arrogant or rude. Love baccalaureate services for Sand
the midst of such world-wide
established
thriving
with
these forces; their only weakdoes not insist on its own Flat Junior High school in Mt.
conditions. My thinking forces nesses
memberships
and
meeting
lie in the fact that they
way, it is not irritable or re- Pleasant on Sunday, May 19.
me to believe that to a large
houses.
have not gone far enough.
sentful; it does not rejoice Music for the program
degree we are responsible for
was
Bishop
Harrison
L.
L.
first
,
Only to the degree that spirat wrong but rejoices in the furnished by the glee
such action. In all walks of
club, and
itual and moral forces are at vice-president of the church
right.
Love
bears all things, the selections Included "Just
life men are trying varied work
within the areas of these and special assistant to Bishbelieves all things, hopes all A Closer Walk With Thee,"
avenues to prevent further
and
processes will those who are op Jewell, will be on hand
things
and
extension of such behavior
endureth
all "Oh. Didn't It Rain?"
exposed to them be able to to help direct activities of the
A mass choir concert for the things."
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PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED AT

MEDICAL ASSOC. PHARMACY
1324 Mississippi

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

EVERYONE Will ENJOY THEIR PROMPT. COURTEOUS
AND EFFICIENT SERVICE
AND IF NO ANSWER

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
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91 Seniors To Receive Degrees
From LeMoyne College June 2-3
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1248 Neptune at.
Ninety-one LeMoyne seniors t 897 Woodlawn at.
James L. Netters,
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laureate services.
the Senator and Author Sarah Patton
BOOKER T. WASHINGTON
politics by the NAACP at its sixth annual
The alumni will hold another 3043 Mt. Olive ave.
Boyle of Charlottesville. Va.
Freedom Fund Dinner in New York City
reception for the graduating Miss Florida L. Haynes,
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T.
Booker
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This is a rough season . . . this year
1963 . . for speakers selected to address
Negro high schools and college graduat- :
.)rt
ing classes. The same is most likely true
for speakers who address white classes.
It's rough because Commencement
speeches are supposed to be things of inspiration, triumph, direction, and other
trite approaches . . . rarely, if ever designed to get down to earth and face the
facts of the day in understandable terms (111li
for the youngsters involved. Of course,
there are others involved with the happenings in the Commencement speaker's
audience.
They include the parents and relatives
. . . who need no reminder that they have
"sacrificed and toiled" to bring junior and
counterpart "thus far on their RI'
way."
Then there are the teachers . . . those •xf
,
perennial guardians of the status quo tr'.7
symbolized by the members of the Board
of Education. There are the administra- 110
tive offices of the school or the system . . . i
present and accounted for one way or the Jag
other at all commencement proceedings. • le
And first, but by no means least, there's
the representative of the folk who foot
the bills . . . the taxpayers, or alumni and
trustees of the school where the commencement exercise is being given or for
whom it is being staged.
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The Alabama Struggle
The long night of despair continues
to torment the soul of black folk in
Birmingham. In its massive effect,
the struggle is reminiscent of the
Warsaw ghetto uprising in Poland
which blazed forth twenty years ago
this spring.
The parallel is not extreme; although parallels are never exact. But
there is much identity of motives,
and ends sought. The methods, however, were not the same. The Polish
Jews fought their oppressors with
whatever weapons they had down
to the bare knuckles.
There are times in human relations
when passivity is mistaken for cowardice. The old theory that says nothing risked, nothing gained is as true
as any scriptural prophecy. The experience of mankind, all throughout
history, supports the conviction that
you don't redress ingrained social
wrongs by engaging in a whispering
campaign.

Even Christianity, the greatest single spiritual force in the world, was
not established without sacrifice in
bleod. The obstinancy of Governor
Wallace of Alabama, his contemptible utterances about the racial troubles in his state, confirm the belief
that the time for petition has long
expired.
It is more and more apparent, says
Erwin D. Canham, of the Christian
Science Monitor, that the problem
of Birmingham must be settled by
the people of Birmingham. "Disorders may spread to the point where
the federal government has to intervene, but the federal government
will not settle the issues.
"Only when the people of Birmingham decide that they must have civil
order, justice, and stability, and that
they are willing to pay the price, will
the tragic confrontation of races be
on the rosi to solution."

Newspaper Criticism
The editor of a newspaper in New
York, the Brooklyn Daily, has been
indicted on a charge of criminal libel
for an editorial which allegedly impugned the integrity of a judge.
There would be nothing of great note
in the case if the judge had brought
a civil libel suit against the editor.
Criminal libel prosecutions have
fortunately been very rare in the
United States since the acquittal of
Peter Zenger more than 200 years
ago in colonial New York. The last
one we know about was brought
against the Washington Post a couple
of years ago in Montgomery County,
Md., and was dismissed as soon as a
competent court took a serious look
at it.
The merits of the Brooklyn newspaper's criticism are beside the point.
If the editorial unfairly impugned
his integrity or damaged his reputation, the judge is clearly entitled to
receive damages and a vindication
through a civil suit.
But a criminal prosecution brings
the power of the government to the
rectification of a private wrong. And
it poses the gravest threats to the
editorial independence upon which
readers must rely for their freedom
of the press.

The First Amendment was written
by men who intended to wipe out
the common law of sedition, and
make further prosecutions for criticism of the government, without any
incitement to law-breaking, forever
impossible in the United States of
America.
There was a period in American
history when judges disciplined newspapers that offended them by punishing them summarily for contempt
of court. But in a series of decisions
in the 1940s. the Supreme Court put
a stop to this practice, asserting that
newspapers could be punished for
news or comment on judicial conduct
only when these constituted a clear
and present danger to the administration of justice.
It is perfectly plain that the Brooklyn Daily's reflection on the judge's
conduct, however painful to him personally, involved no threat to the
administration of justice; the case
involved had already been decided.
We cannot view the criminal libel
prosecution in any other light, consequently, than as an effort to circumvent the Supreme Court's contempt
decisions. It is a most pernicious effort. We trust that the courts of New
York will dismiss it as an incongruity
in a free country.

NOTWITHSTANDING
Thaddeus T. Stokes
The House Where You Lire
The City of Memphis has received
awards for being "one of the "cleanest cities in the nation." This is good.
We are proud of the awards. However, we shouldn't stop there. We
should put forth every effort to make
Memphis one oi the pretties cities in
the nation.
This will require the cooperation
of businessmen, civic and social organizations, city officials, churches and
religious organizations and all citizens. Of course! I would like to see
City Beautiful Commission, which
has done a marvelous job in spearheading the annual "Clean-Up, PaintUp, Fix-Up" campaign, take the
lead in this project.
There is very little tenants can do
about painting the houses they live
in. However, there is a lot owners
can do — and I feel, would do if it
is properly pointed out that the
house, apartments too, should be
painted and repaired in an effort to
beautify the city.
SIGHT OF BEAUTY
The tenant can do a tremendous
bit in beautifying the city by sowing
grass where it is non-existing — and
mowing grass where it is onattended.
Shubbery and flowers in a well organized garden or lawn can turn a
drab house into a sight of beauty.
Some people would lead one to
believe that they desire the retrogress to the age of their forefathers,
who according to historians — lived
in caves and trees. I get this feeling
whenever I pass houses where tenants do not clear away weeds and
other debris. Particularly where they

treat a house as if it is just a shelter
in a jungle.
Another point, the building code
for dwellings must be tightened, particularly codes governing multidwellings. Contractors are permitted
to much leniency in erecting multidwellings. It is obvious that little
care is given concerning conformity
of a street or neighborhood. Also most
of the multi-dwellings that I have
inspected — that is, those constructed
recently—are not substantial enough
to withstand wear-and-tear for any
appreciable length of time. I refer to
such dwellings as "created slums."
poorly constructed and located in
By this I mean, the dwellings are so
such densily populated areas until it
is only a matter of a few years until
this once shining, new building becomes an eye-sore and a discredit to
the city. The City's planning Board
should take immediate steps to correct this loose code which will permit multi-dwellings to be constructed
of unsubstantial materials, situated
in any manner on plots of land far too
small to hardly accommodate a catwalk beside the dwelling. This is tolerating the "seeding of beds of
crime."
Why not talk to your neighbor
about beautifying Memphis. Why not
talk to public, elected officials about
beautifying Memphis. Why don't you
talk to your clubs about making
Memphis the prettiest city in the nation.
First, start with yourself by
beautifying the lawn or the exterior
of the house where you live

JACKIE ROBINSON
.1••••••••

Southern Nightmare Stirs
'Back Our Brothers' Action
THIS COLUMN is being written on the
morning of the day of my trip to Birmingham with Floyd Patterson.
Last night — or rather, early this morning — at about 1 o'clock — I received an
urgent call from a. brilliant and brave
young man for whom I have the greatest
respect and admiration.
His name is Wyatt Tee Walker. He is
a thirty-three-year-old minister and executive assistant to Dr. Martin Luther King.
Wyatt was calling less than. twentyfour hours after some diehard segregationists of Birmingham, angered because white
businessmen had given in to Dr. King's
demands, retaliated by attempting to assassinate Dr. King with a bomb planted at
the Gaston Motel.
Had Dr. Kin.g been in Birmingham
and in the room which has been his headquarters at the Gaston, he would have been
murdered.
Wyatt wanted to know if I knew anyone
who could make an immediate White
House contact. If so, he was asking that I
get in touch with them and seek to persuade someone of the need for the most
vigilant Federal Security to guard the persons of Dr. King and Dr. Abernathy.

Burn Lines To D. C.
NOEL MARDER, the young Yonkers
businessman who founded the "Back Our
Brothers" Movement also had been contacted by Wyatt. Noel and I got the telephone wires burning to Washington. A
contact was made with a top Presidential
advisor who got out of bed to assure us
that the White House had been alerted
about the danger and that every precaution was being taken to safeguard Dr. Martin L. King and Dr. Ralph Abernathy.
I think the White House realized that,
if any harm came to any of the four horsemen of the Birmingham civil rights battle
—King, Abe:nathy, Shuttlesworth (already
hospitalized after being hosed to the
ground by local police) there would be no
stopping brutal race rioting, not only in
Birmingham, but all throughout the country.
As it was, Wyatt himself, had already
experienced first-hand the murderous barbarity of Governor Wallace's storm troopers.
That same afternoon, while Rev. Walker's petite and attractive wife had been
visiting him from their Atlanta home —
accompanied by their four small children
—the local Gestapo had rushed into the
patio of the Gaston and ordered everyone
into the building. When Mrs. Walker turned to obey, a hulking police officer smashed

the butt of his carbine against the back of
her head.
The blood streaming down her face,
Mrs. Walker was rushed to the hospital.
She was in great pain. But later in the day,
Wyatt decided to send her back to Atlanta
in the family car.
In Atlanta, police stopped her for
"passing a stop light." When she argued
that she had not been guilty of this offense
and spunkly refused to pay a $15 fine, they
promptly jailed Mrs. Walker and the four
small Walker children.
Beaten By Police
AS THIS was going on, Wyatt himself
was returning to the police-surrounded 32block area about the hotel. Although he
had been given permission by police to
leave the area, when he returned his car
was stopped and he was told he could not
re-enter.
He got out of the car to walk the rest of
the way and two officers jumped him and
beat him unmercifully with nightsticks.
As he talked with me, Wyatt was a
scared young man. This was all the more
disturbing because I know that he doesn't
scare in the most dangerous situations and,
believe, me he has been through them in a
half-dozen Southern cities.
Yet, I noticed that — with his wife beaten, with his own body aching with cruel
pain, Wyatt was not scared for himself. He
was afraid for his children. He was afraid
for what might happen to Dr. King.
He was afraid for what could happen
in America if King or Abernathy or Shuttlesworth were killed.
Thank You Trip
THE "BACK OUR BROTHERS" movement is sending Floyd Patterson and me
to Birmingham to thank Dr. King and the
heroic Birmingham youngsters who freedom-marched on to the world's front pages
and into the world's conscience.
That's the least we can do — to say
"thank you" to Martin King, to Wyatt, to
Abernathy and Shuttlesworth and Mrs.
Walker.
We can do more. We don't have to face
beatings. We can send freedom dollars to
the Back Our Brothers Movement which is
raising a war chest so that the Martin
Kings and Wyatt Walkers will know we
are with them.
Send your contributions to this column
or to "Back Our Brothers" c/o Noel Marder, 733 Yonkers Ave,, Yonkers, N. Y.
Next week, I'll write about Floyd Patterson's and my personal experiences
in
Birmingham.

ALFRED DUCKETT

Those elements in the commencement
speakers' audiences make a difference on
what he has to say. He has to be something
of a crowd pleaser. Every now and then
a
commencement speaker comes along who
has something other than what he is
expected to say. But they are few and
far
between. Such are ready to get it in
the
neck. Others play it safe . . . say nothing
.
But things occasionally take a turn
the worse for commencement speaker for
s .. .
if they safely say nothing . .
they look
bad and place themselves in the
position
of taking the people's money
like bandits.
Times like these in the United
States make
it hard on commencement
speakers.
What would you say to bunch
of Negro
children in the South at their
Commencement in times like these?
The nation today is faced with
a climaxing turn of its oldest and
domestic problem . . . the statustoughest
American Negro. The upsurge of of the
demands
for human dignity all over
the world has
been felt by the American
Negro.
submerged peoples of Africa, Like the
elsewhere in the world they Asia, and
have heard
the siren call of the
eagles
justice, human dignity, and of liberty,
freedom for
the spirit as. well for the
body and mind.
The reaction of what
"these lesser breeds withouKipling called
those calls of the "eagles t the law" to
"
social, political, and power has upset the
world. It is shaking the patterns of the
United States to
its dollar-centered
ion.. It is trying America's faith foundat
in its
ples of freedom, liberty professed princi, equality, and justice. It has put the Christian
in the Garden of Gethse Church back
mane . . . the
place of final decision. If the
church in the
United States doesn't answer
firmative it will be destroyed in the afin ten years,
so badly shattered it won't
as a Christian institution. be recognizable

people.
Most of them think that Dr. Martin
Luther King is a marvelous man with a
marvelous mission.
But — there's a but.
They think he made two mistakes in
Birmingham.
They think he should have waited until
the Alabama Supreme Court decided whether Birmingham is to be run by the
mouthy Fascist, Bull O'Connor or by the
so-called "moderate" Boutwell.
They also think it was a "shame" that
Dr. King "used children" to dramatize the
brutal segregation question.
With respect to the first view, even
the most sensitive and sincere of our white
friends sometimes fail to realize that personal freedom and the recognition of the

human dignity of the Negro are one hundred years overdue.

Would They Say 'Wait?
HOW WOULD they phrase advice to
their own children to "wait" until next
year — or even tomorrow — to be able to
toss a ball, ride a swing or play hide and
seek in a public park supported by the
taxes of all citizens?
What kind of logical justification would
they employ in explaining to Junior or Sue
that, after four hours of shopping in a department store, after having your money
cheerfully accepted at every counter, you
must not think of asking to purchase an
orange juice or a ham sandwich at the
lunch counter?
How easy is it to tell a child why his
fathers's unemployed because of industry
or labor bias — or kept in the position of
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TRUTH OF LIFE
Most commencement
speakers can't
afford to come near to speaki
ments, with much hope of ng such sentibeing asked to
return again or go to
another institution.
Yet, there sit the youngst
ers in thier commencement formality,
less good faith, for waiting in more or
some
"message" that will motivat world-shaking
e them for the
remainder of their lives.
But, on the other
better to say "maybehand it might be
so." Maybe the
youngsters . . . especially
Negro youngsters . . would like for their
commencement exercises to be one of
sions where they can forgetthe few occasthe issues involved in being Negroes . .
. the burning
issues of the day.
It still brings one back
more emphatically to the dilemma of
today's commencement speaker and his
is: Should he use the duty. His problem
occasio
inform, entertain, or just n to inspire,
detain? How
would you do?
That's the $64 question,
Mac . .. if you
see the facts of truth
and life from a s
prostrate position. Now,
whatchubet!

Great Man On Great Mission

E OF OUR best friends are white
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porter when he could become
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If Christ had waited
if Crispus Attucks had at Gethsemane —
waited at Boston xe
Commons or George
Forge or Grant beforeWashington at Valley
hower on D-Day or Richmond or EisenKennedy before the
ultimatum on Cuba
us, be here to tell the— we might, none of
tale.

Children Were Inspired
AS TO THE "use of children,"
Negro child -- and I have seen "today's ltt:
'
4
upon their faces and heard the light
the songs
streaming from their lips as they
to jail in Birmingham — are not marched
content to
wait.
Dr. King did not "use" them.
They used his contagion of convict
ion,
his inspiration for right, his
freedom from
fear to get the dedication to
join the long
columns of human souls.
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Like Others, Negro Authors' Write
What They Feel, Not For Market
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Malcolm X Denounces
JFK On Civil Rights

Ohio College
Selects First
Negro 'Queen'

declared. "He urged
WASHINGTON — Pres- threat," he
change not because it is right
ident Kennedy was bitterly but because the world is watchdenounced by Malcolm X, ing this country. Kennedy is
wrong because his motivation
Black Muslim leader.
Is wrong."
He made his denunciation
Malcolm X accused President
to the press after discussing Kennedy of attacking Islam,
BOWLING GREEN, Ohio —
adver- Black Muslim views on race a religion, but "did not open
By ERNESTINE COFIELD.other authors, but as far a.s,understand the Negro may be 'vogue' may pass into a per- lisher is committed to
in defense of Ne- (UPI) — Sondra A. Jackson,
mouth
his
with
given
a
and
publiaizing
delinquency
tising
juvenile
and
the
manent condition without
1 1 am concerned, I write what contributing factors."
a Negro coed from Troy, was
groes."
work. Many Negro publicaOn the bright cover of I feel, I must write without
labels 'Negro novel' or 'Jewish tions have good lines of corn- Representative Edith Green, "Kennedy is a member of the
READ AS WRITERS
queen of the Bowling
selected
chairis
who
Democrat,
picture
a
Oregon
is
the pocketbook
thinking of a market of any Stated Motley, "I think today novel,'" explained Williams. munication and let their read.
faith, which has alGreen State University yea- man of the House education Catholic
of a blonde girl and a white kind.
discrimof
complained
read
ways
that Negro authors are
"Labels like these," he con- ers know immediately what is subcommittee.
book by Jacquelyn Jean Mayer,
boy. The title of the book "I might add that I don't as writers whereas, 20 years
tinued, "are designed to let the current and what is good. Since
did not ination at the hands of Protis "Corner Boy," a story of like 'professional Negroes' or ago, they were read as 'Negro reader know that this or that most Negroes read the white "President Kennedy
Miss American of 1963.
claimed.
the
he
estants,"
send troops to Alabama when
in
tough teenagers in St. Louis. 'professional Jews:' by this I writers.'"
particular work is somewhat as well as the Negro press, dogs were biting black babies," "We Muslims don't want to Miss Mayer, who lives
The author is Herbert Sim- mean those who can see no
X Sandusky, Ohio, selected Miss
But to Chester B. Himes, who outside the mainstream of the impact is twofold," Wil- Malcolm X said. "He waited mix with whites," Malcolm
lemons.
further than 'their poor, suf- went to live in Europe in 1953, American thought. On the oth- liams explained.
said, and on that account the Jackson and Martin P. Osmond
three weeks until the situation
NIF There was nothing on the fering people.'"
Black Muslims are labeled "ex- of Mansfield as yearbook king
there has been a change within er hand, it is increasingly true Just nee every other white exploded.
cover to indicate that Simmons Sharing his feelings, John A.
on the basis of pleasing appearthat some of America's best person, every other Negro feels "He then sent troops after tremists."
the last 10 years.
proposed ance as shown in a photograph,
was a Negro or that the main Williams, author of prize winreasoned, "More Ameri- literature deals with the mi- he has a story to tell. Fortuna- the Negroes demonstrated their Asked if he had
He
character in the book was a ning "Night Song" and "Sis- can Negro writers are being nority scene."
any new civil rights legisla- extra curricular activities, and
tely or unfortunately, few ever ability to defend themselves." tion, he replied:
Negro. It was a book with a sie," stated, "I think that any published in America than
academic record.
offer see print.
said President
Williams
and
X
Motley
Malcolm
nomitheme that would sell. It dealt writer who slants his work when I left the country 10 years
Ala- "As Muslims we have ana- University students
the
the reason
tell
for
not
causes
did
different
Kennedy
Neanother
year,
But each
candidates for king
with tough teenagers, dope for any market is in trouble; ago. The Negro writer is much
reading gro author quietly slips onto bama editors that he talked lyzed all such legislation and nated five
less
do
Negroes
why
campus
and sex. The publishers want- his appeal, whether his char- more fashionable today, and
be found that none has solved and five for queen in a
than whites.
the literary scene or bursts up- with that Negroes ought
ed to make money on their acters be black or white, should I suspect James Baldwin's sucis the the racial problem, from the election last November.
it
because
right
treated
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After
glory.
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investment.
Emancipa•ion Proclamation to University officials said this
be universal."
cess has had something to do "There are reasons for tnis," one book, some disappear while right thing to do.
time a Negro girl
There was nothing in Wil"mainly ecO- others remain to become a real "But instead, he said that if the Supreme Court decision. was the first
with it.
AUTHORS
replied,
TO
Williams
ADVICE
yearbook
lard Motley's novel "Knock
aumor is al- "If this trend continues, it nomic and social books cost part of the field of literature. Negroes are not well treated It is all hypocrisy. Nothing has had ben selected
budding
Any
On Any Door" to indicate the
queen on this campus.
will become a been solved."
write about will be creatively very good a lot of money these days; it's
Muslims
to
advised
ways
the
author was a Negro. For years
what he knows best. A white for all forms of Negro writing, rare to find a hardcover book
Frank Yerby has turned out
ordinarily, writes and one day, people might for $2.50. Two dollars and fifty
novelist,
books about beautiful white
So, why should cease to think of books by Ne- cents or $5.50 go a long way
whites.
about
women in the anti-bellum
write about the groes as Negro books but as in a family where race has
Negro
a
not
love
SOuth and their torrid
things around him?
books, period," Himes conclud- played a most important part
affairs.
in keeping the breadwinner
first
the
Hughes,
ed.
Langston
the
of
few
These are only a
from gainful employment.
livhis
earn
to
author
WORKS
Negro
GOOD
WANT
written
have
Negroes who
in more "Publishers are anxious for "On the other hand," observabout non-Negro subjects. Ev- ing solely by writing
believes this good manuscripts about any- ed Williams, "Negroes are
ery year, authors who want than a century,
(UPI) — The
thing," Hughes pointed out, reading more now than they ST. LOUIS —
to see their work in print pub- strongly.
the African Na- mentary secretary to the Minpresident of the Metropolitan
an
books,
Softcover
who
to.
care
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don't
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presses.
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success
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The
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writes
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are
"There
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books
desia
Many of these
studying a ban In neighboring Social Welfare and a UNIX'
St. Louis, the Rev. Dr. W
in Negro humor, so much beau- Ann Petry, Williard Motley and subject matter directly renon-Negro subjects.
tell a story about a man Nyasaland against "chiperoni" member, told the assembly:
a
in
said
Skinner,
Sherman
the cause
the beer hall sysBut the authors of the 1920s, ty in black dreams, so much and Frank Yerby writing about lated to Negroes are
panel discussion that a "long who tried to tame a herd beer and the shutdown of sa- "I think
for this, in my opinion."
tem is not only evil in that it
30s and early 40s, who made dignity in our struggle and so white people proves that.
of buffalo but failed. Then loons there.
church's
a
separated
distance"
names for themselves, wrote much universality in our prob- "It is true," he added, "that Blaming it on schooling, Mot- official position and the actual he built a big dam and filled About two million ganons of deprives families of a lot of
about Negroes. Richard Wright lems, in us—in each living hu- If you're writing about Negro ley insisted, "Being, i-total (less attitude of its members in re- it with whisky.
the local brew. "chibuku," are revenue they should be using
found a wide range of readers man being of color—that I do life or Negroes, it's a limited educated), at a lower educa- lation to the moral implica- The man herded the thirty sold in Northern Rhodesia for food, but it demoralizes the
buffalo to the dam. They be- every month. There are hun- whole population. The earlier
in his sensational books "Na- not understand the tendency field, but it's also true that tional level, I'm quite sure that tions of race relations.
today that some American Ne- one publisher won't put out Negroes read much less than
gan to drink and by the end dreds of bars scattered this system is got rid of the
tive Son" and "Black Boy."
there
that
said
Skinner
Dr.
better."
of the day they were all drunk. throughout the territory.
Books like "My Eye Is On gro artists have of seeking to more than one book about Chi- whites."
is a widespread belief that the
Wins suggested an alternathe Sparrow," autobiography run away from themselves, or na, for instance, in one season." But, adds Motley, "I think implementation of civil rights The man rounded them up PAY CHECKS
and put them in a kraal and Kaunda and Nkumbula are tive system of small bars and
by Ethel Waters, have received running away from us, of being Langston Hughes. a prolific Negroes would more quickly has taken too long.
lounges to replace the
wide readership among whites afraid to sing our own songs, writer, believes, "The scope of buy a book by a Negro, race- Dr. Skinner made his re- that was the end of their free- worried. In the country's cocktailbeer halls, which somewealthy copper belt, where al- rowdy
because she started out by paint our own pictures, write your subject matter will limit identification; and the book marks as a member of a panel dom.
times hold as many as 2.000
stating she had no idea who about ourselves—when it is in the frequency of publication, would often have something discussing race relations and With this typically African most every day miners receive
parable, Northern Rhodesia's pay checks, clashes inevitably persons.
her father was. This is the our music that has given Amer- but that's all."
special to say to them."
Another UNIP council memthe church.
has follow beer hall roistering.
image many whites have o ican its greatest music, one Motley states simply, "I think Williams isn't as sure as Another member of the pan- new African government
declared war on the nation's Kaunda has appealed often ber said: "We should bring
humor that has enriched its
Negro life.
would
Negro
a
any good or 'marketable' book, Motley whether
el, the Rev. Amos Ryce, II, of
to drink in about a system where people
rowdy beer halls.
Jessie Bennett Sams auto entertainment media, our rhy- whether by Negro or white, is buy a book by a Negro author the Lane Tabernacle, Christian huge, government has blamed to his followers once said he can drink in peace in small
He
moderation.
The
dancing
its
Mother,'
thm that has guided
biograhpy of "White
as quickly as whites.
bought on its merits."
Methodist Episcopal Church, the beer halls for the almost didn't like the idea of "leading numbers rather than this deproved popular among white feet from plantation days . . ."
IMPACT
said
going
TWOFOLD
that churches; have been daily political clashes that oft- a bunch of drunkards to polit- grading system of beer halls."
but
same
the
Thinking
the
readers because it painted
"There is no doubt that
Despite the rivalry between
know." He concerned with the problem of en end in full-scale riots. It ical tfreedom."
n
'
g'
just
declardon't
I
"
fh doorm
Williams
a
little
deeper.
like
they
picture with which
books written by Negroes are
that be- social justice but have gone has indicated it may shut them
izations climbed rank and file members of the
say
"I'd
maintained,
saturaa
have
ed,
"Publishers
up the
being read more today than
to be identified.
down completely after North- on the temperance bandwagon. two parties that make
tion point for 'certain kinds tween blacks and whites, the along with popular opinion.
Basically, though, Negro au- 20 years ago," Williams said. of books'. This may be one of awareness of a certain book The Rev. Mr. Ryce, a Ness°. ern Rhodesia gets its indepen- The Christian Council ran a African nationalist coalition
the
for
thors are no different from "Of course, the reasons
newspaper advertising cam- government, their leaders
the reasons why Negro authors is equal, provided purchasing said that because the churches dence.
believe that they can
their white counterparts. They wide spread reading of Negro seem rare,
interest are also accented the "status quo" they 'Both Kenneth Kaunda, the paign to warn against exces- clearly
and
power
have
- - if not stop —
down
cut
sive
drinking.
write what they feel and not authors' works may
the
of
leader
should not be absolved from non-drinking
by legislating against
clashes
changed; curiosity, keeping "However, novels by Negroes equal.
legislative
In
I
the
territory's
Independence
for a particular market.
National
however, de- blame in the slow emergence United
black thought and per- as well as Jews may be having "Both factors,
Sikota Wins, parlia- rinss beer drinking.
(UNIP). and Harry
In terse terms, Willard Mot- tabs on
desire to a vogue now. Hopefully, this pend upon how much a pub- of civil rights for the Negro. Party
genuine
a
even
haps
for
speak
cannot
"I
ley said,
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had to tell him
stores and ask for it; the Then invariably we get on the "Salesmen work on the call to wear?' I
By DAVE POTTER
clothes or acces- system, that is, as customers that the Ivy League suit is
of
tell
the
listen,
and
subject
storeowners
"Should I wear Continenwould probably
buyers.. The buyers buy it, and sories, and they begin seeing come onto the floor, salesmen standard, and
tal suits?" "How
long
are assigned to them in rota- be for the next 100 years.
me as a salesman."
a trend begins."
should the sleeves be?" "Is
He mentioned that among tion, unless the customer asks "The Continental suit is for
When asked whether there
Ivy League styling 'square'
was a trend afoot, Offutt re- his "personal" customers — for a personal, or specific the man who wants that exnow?"
plied. "Besides the popularity people who ask for him by salesman. Being a Negro, Off- tra flair of European influhis suit" he
These are some of the quesof Continental styling, indi- name—are television editorial utt is asked for by Negro enced detail in
explained.
tions which face urbane
viduality has come to men's commentator John Madigan customers."
"Another time, I was askDANVILLE. ILL.
Charles Offutt, 4, of 8237 S.
.0 and model Bob Johnson.
clothing.
Maryland each day. Offutt is
According to Earl K. Boyce, Offutt, a product of Dan- ed 'How much shirt cuff
"A few years ago, Oxford
the suit
the only Negro salesman in
grey suits worn with tattersall Lytton's general superinten- ville, Ill., attended Wilson should extend beyond
him that
the men's furnishings departvest were common among dent, and the man who hired Junior College and Eastern jacket cuff?' I told
prefer anywhere
ment at Lytton's posh Loop
men just as the grey flannel Offutt, "He was hired solely Illinois State College at Char- most men
quarter to a halfdiggings. He is one of a scant
suits were along Madison Ave. on his ability. We are very leston with hopes of becoming between a
seeing one or
handful of Negroes so emin New York. Today, men proud of him. He feels at home a commercial artist. Ile at- inch, but that
a rariety."
ployed by a prestige store.
don't want to see themselves on our selling floor, and he is tended high school in Cali- two inches is not
fornia, and spent time in New He mentioned that many
And the circumstances precoming down the street and an accomplished salesman."
York City visiting his enter- customers have called him to
ceding his hiring by the store
they are putting more empha- OFFUTT NOT FIRST
thank him for his suggestions FOLLOWS DAD'S FOOTSTEPS AT WEST POINT
were utopian. Offutt was a
sis on the important details of Boyce pointed out that a tainer-uncle.
0k-seeker who was hired soleHoward University freshman James I), Fowler, Jr. iright),
their suits. American men Negro previously hired in the In 1960 he married the for- about their wardrobes.
happens,"
ly because of his ability and
have become more-style-con- position was "not satisfactory." mer Marcia Route, of Dallas, "Whenever that
Is congratulated by Lt. Col. John C. Robinson. professor
a great
CHARLES OFFUTI'
with no regard to any exscious, and are going in for a "We waited a while before Tex. Mrs. Offutt is an infor- he sighed, "you get
of military science at !toward. following Fowler's notificano
do
can
you
and
Illfeeling,
the
with
operator
mation
traneous issues.
askthen
again,
slot
the
fillSsig
tion of his appointment to the U.S. Military Academy
Probably one of the "selling flair in their wardrobes withto help inois Bell Telephone Co. The wrong for the rest of the day.
URBAN LEAGUE
points" that sold Offutt to the out losing all-important good ed the Urban League
at West Point, N. Y., in July. A college of liberal arts
customer
a
once,
remember
I
children.
no
have
couple
Negro.
qualified
a
find
us
"I went to the Urban Lytton's management was his taste."
student, Fowler will be following in the footsteps of his
monhad
he
said
and
in,
came
as
art
from
away
got
Offutt
result,
the
is
Offutt
Charles
the
most
when
for
about
to
work
look
League
successful employment as a Questioned
father. Col. Fowler, who was graduated from West Point
the brokerage firm I was haberdashery salesman in a common fault he found among and as I said, we are very a profession, but still practices ey to buy clothes, but couldn't
sport
a
buy
to
whether
decide
which
in 1941. Col. Fowler, who resides with his wife and two
hobby,
a
as
craft
addhis
Boyce
him,"
with
happy
of
selection
a
in
as
their
clerk,
mergworking for,
Parisian clothing shop on Rue men
other children In Baltimore, now serves as professor of
he shares with listening to coat, or a suit.
ed.
ed with an Eastern firm," Chamblee in the Montpar- clothes, Offutt replied:
He was asked whether Of- jazz records and roller skat- "I told him something that
military science at Morgan State College. Col. Robinson
Offutt said.
nasse region during an ex- WRONG COLOR
that
me:
is also a Baltimorean. Young Fowler will be the fourth
He explained that his work tended European trip he took "Color. If you just look, you futt's hiring could be consider- ing. His biggest unofficial hob- my uncle once told
inan
to
suit
a
will notice that most men's ed to be a "grandstand play" by is "learning more about you can wear
experience was diverse and "to see some of the world."
Howard student in as many years to leave the Howard
formal affair, but you can't
suits clash with their skin to extrude more Negro dollars clothes."
he could operate a great numprogram for a service academy. His predecessors
ROT('
24,000 FRANCS
affair
an
to
coat
True to the profession of wear a sports
tones. Sometimes it lends a into the store.
ber of office machines, and
Charles II, Bush, Jr. of Washington and Roger
include
suits.
business
for
24,000
calls
"I was earning about
pallor to the wearer, and some- "Absolutely not," he an- neo - salesmanship, Offutt which
possessed other business skills.
Brooklyn, N. Y., both seniors at the Mr Force
of
Simms
suit,
a
bought
he
"but
Anyway,
said,
times it gives him an eerie swered, "I could have as easily i maintains a massive card file
"The Urban scague Inter- francs a week," he
Academy, and Joseph P. Reason. a Junior at the Naval
because look.
hired a white man for the slot, of 1,500 names. "Many of these and about a week later, called
viewer asked me if the quali- don't be impressed,
$85 a "And among Negroes, there but I just felt that a qualified Ipeople I already know," he and thanked me. A day after Academy.
fications I'd listed on my ap- that amounts to about
money." He is a simple rule of thumb; Negro should have the job. Isaid, "and the rest I hope to he called, he came in and
plication were correct. When week in American
awful lot" the lighter in color the suit, Actually, we have many Ne- meet soon."
bought over $200 worth of
I told him they were, he asked said he learned ''an
in that the darker you look."
gro employes here and in our He said he plans to estab- suits."
if I would like to be a sales- about men's clothing
French shop.
lish a rapport that surmounts Offutt is earning more monWhile on a racial tangent, branch stores."
man at a downtown store."
ey now than he ever did in
Offutt went to Lytton's for Another factor was that he Offutt was asked about his Boyce did add, however that the usual salesman-customer
his life.
men's clothing salesman job is a nephew of famed enter- acceptance by customers and most of the Negro employes relationship. "Even if people
were working on a blue col- aren't buying something, I'd Evidence of the newcomer's
he next day and was hired. tainer Bobby Short. Associa- his colleagues.
like them to either drop in or selling proficiency was maniAll of this took place a little tion his uncle and his uncle's "At first I was worried ar level.
The Conference authorized
LAKE PLACID, N. Y. —
first in
more He noted that one of Of- call me at Lytton's whenever fest when he came in
more than a month-and-a-half colleagues has kept salesman about being accepted
a petition to the 1984 General
between
contest
suit-selling
a
conthat
problem
N.Y.
a
The
have
Troy,
—
they
(UPI)
with
a
Japanese,
than anything else," he recall- futt's colleagues,
ago. Today, he is an integral Offutt in "close touch
Conference of the Church to
Lytton's salesmen.
Methodist Conference call- terminate the Negro jurisdicpart of the store's sales staff. America's style trendsetters" ed. "I guess I was thinking of "had been working there for cerns clothes or accessories."
I
would
that
no
idea
had
"I
the
with
abreast
keep
To
earns
and
and
seven
years,
or
musicians
six
—mostly jazz
the negative side of this 'pioSECOND FLOOR
win, and I wasn't expecting ed for an end to segrega- tion by 1968.
neer thing.' But on my first in excess of $10,000 per year." hugh men's apparel industry
Cornered in his second-floor other show folk.
Leaders here called the seghear my name mentioned tion within the Methodist
to
"men's
it,
puts
he
as
although,
that
indicate
Figures
domain, the new employe ad- "These are the people who day, I didn't have to worry.
morning sales church by terminating the Cen- regated structure a "barrier to
Saturday
the
at
nearly
change
don't
fashions
bus$19,000,000
a
did
Lytton's
mitted, "To me, this job is set styles in America," Offutt Everywhere I turned, there
Christian brotherhood" and an
as quickly as women's," the meeting where the winner was tral Negro) jurisdiction,
ideal because I have always declared. "Some start fashion was a helping hand. Of course iness last year.
"affront to our gospel." They
announced. My knees
be
to
deluged
is
domicile
Offutt
FRINGE
BENEFITS
see how
loved good clothes and I have trends with the clothes they I did make boners, but again,
turned to jelly when I accept- The action is expected by said they could not
always loved to wear them wear both on and off stage." there were the helping hands Boyce said that as a Lyt- with all manner of periodicals
camera."
here to touch off the church could preach inmint-new
leaders
some
a
ed
the
on
matter
reading
and
able
is
Offutt
employe,
ton's
way—
well."
church
He listed jazz trumpeter to show me the right
He pointed out that one night bitter resentment from South- tegration outside of the
to take part in the store's subject.
He was dressed in a dark Miles Davis' introduction of the Lytton's way."
when the church itself was
he was totalling his
home,
at
in
appear
to
planning
is
He
proprofit-sharing
massive
Methodists.
ern
blue, two - button, double- the two-button, double breast- LISTS BUDDIES
segregated.
shows week's commissions and kept
breasted suit, an immaculate, ed blazer, Sammy Davis, Jr., Without faltering, he named gram. "We are probably the various area fashion
The plan, they said, had
The Methodist Church, under
saying to himself "this figure
on
groups,
address
to
and
such
that
has
store
only
large
CalMichael
salesmen
1939, is di- "outlived its usefulness."
white button - down Oxford and the Congressman's boot fellow
can't be right. Finally I let a plan adopted in
Them
Wearing
And
"Clothes
program."
a
Mario
Gould,
Martin
loway,
shirt, a cream and maroon- (a shoe similar to a Lincolnpredominantly The Rev. Dr. William L. Almy wife add them up and it vided into five
Also, new employes can Properly."
jurisdic- derson of Bridgeport, Conn.,
dotted tie with matching era riding boot), and other Marsette, Harry Wagner, Joe
geographical
white
had
I
correct.
be
to
out
came to turned
handkerchief that peeked out fashionplates including jazz Livingston, Roy Odoy, Steve benefit from a liberal discount He said the idea
United States. pointed out, however, that
the
across
tions
quota."
my
beat
of his suit coat pocket.
pianist Bobby Timmons, Cary Stoll, John Moore, Joe Klein, given on all merchandise, him when he noticed that
Jurisdiction for Ne- many Negro leaders are reluctfriends When asked what he plans A Central
"When I was hired, I told Grant, Nat Adderley and Ed- Paul Eckenroad, and his su- group insurance, "the bulk of many customers and
overlapping all jurisdic- ant to change the present
groes
affound
new
his
with
do
to
pervisor, Joe Hirtler. Tactful- which is paid by the store," had basic questions about
my wife, 'Dear, it looks like die Fisher.
to placate structure because the ratio of
fluence, Offutt said, I want tions was formed
clothing.
I'll be working for Lyttons,' "It works this way," Offutt ly, he added "And anyone I and other fringe benefits.
Methodists when the Negro-white membership on a
Southern
going
am
I
and
car
a
buy
He intimated that Offutt "One man asked me 'Since to
and she was gassed. So were pointed out, "one of these peo- might have forgotten."
church geographical basis would resend a healthy check to various branches of the
my family, friends and other ple wears something different. What about the customers? has an edge in his selling the advent of the Continental to
sult in the election of fewer
united.
League."
Urban
the
square
suit, was Ivy League
kelatives."
Young people notice it, go to "At first some notice my color. chores.
Negroes to the general boards
and agencies of the church.
More than 800 ministers and
laymen from the Troy conference are attending the 131st
annual meeting.
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Suzzanne Ford To Wed June 9

SOCIETY

.

Plain for a June 9 wedding eanne Ford and Herman Bond
• are being made by Miss Suz- The wedding will take place at
Berean Baptist Church in
Jackson, Tenn., announces the
bride-elect's mother.
Miss Ford is the daughter of
Mrs. Gertrude Ford and the
late A. C. Ford of Jackson. She
a graduate of Lane College
where she was a member of the
band, track team, modern
dance group, inter - mural
sports, F.T.A. and the S.N.E.A.
Her Greek affiliation is with
Delta Sigma Theta sorority.
Miss Ford is presently employed as a teacher at the E. A.
-,
eesses•
Harold School in Memphis.
.1 • 111 •••SESSIII•s
Bond is the son of Mr. and'
'Music was furnished by the
CORNATION
Mrs. Cornelius Bond of
Sunday evening at 6 o'clock, Ladies Chorus. Little Miss Doris
Brownsville, Tenn. He attended
Ann Abbott was crowned "LitLane Chapel CME church was
Tennessee A&I State univertei Miss Dorcas." Sharon Harsity and is now affiliated with
the scene of the "Little Miss rell and Arlene Newhouse were
Stephenson and Shaw Funeral
Debette Contest," sponsored by attendants. Rev. J. H. Mathis
Home in Jackson,
FORD
SUZZANNE
church.
the
the Board of Directors of the is pastor of
Gillespie kindergarten.
TRAVELERS
Little Miss Marva BaskerMr. and Mrs. I. H. Ledford,
ville was crowned "Little Miss Mrs. Elizabeth Ballard, Miss
attenDebette of 1963." Her
Sandra Sims and Lawrence
dants were little Diana Beard, Rodgers left for Los Angeles
Jacfirst alternate, and little
Thursday morning.
queline Jones, second alternate. Rev. and Mrs. Jim B. Fly,
preprogram
A short musical
granddaughter Carolyn Fly
ceded the coronation. Miss and Miss Echildress Warren
soloist
was
Barbie Lou }Wrier
left for Ann Arbor, Mich.
NorMore than 15,000 youngsters had gone fishing at Lake
and Miss Marline Jacocks
Miss Annette Rughes of CoCapt. Howard said he was
A SWEET SIXTEEN PARTY was given for Miss Clauplayed the piano.
lumbus, Tenn., was house guest and adults will converge upon fork.
side of the
dean Cooper by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Claude Cooper,
A party for the conteotants. of the Vances last week-end. Memphis City pools beginning fishing off one
the other side
858 Almo St., recently, at Top Hat & Tails club. Among
sponsors and parents was held Miss Hughes is a student at June 17 as they begin free pier and Robert
a splash.
guests attending were: Charles Brahamn, Lucy Yates,
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Lane College and has just re- swimming in the Red Cross- when he heard
around, and RoJohn Thomas Wednesday aft- turned from an extensive trip Memphis Park Commission's "I turned
Cotes Woods, Joyce Cochran, Phillip Duncan, Sylvis Colesaid Capt.
ernoon. The contestants re- as a member of the glee club. annual learn-to-swim program. bert wasn't there,"
man, Robert Davis, Naomi Nevels, Kenneth Porter, Naomi
Howard. "But when I got to
ceived a treasure chest of sifts. Mesdames Tuggle and Vance
Reid, Robert Davidson, Earline Reed, Eddie Walsh, Dale
Application blanks are still the other side of the pier
Pictures were made of the had a few young ladies and available at any school printreading water. Stevenson, Lawrence Griffin, Evelyn Hill, Uriah McGhee,
was
he
there
see
to
lawn
Vance
group.
the
on
men
cipal's office in Memphis or
Dorothy James, James Carpenter, Frankie Matthews, Ernswimming
Miss Hughes. She attended Shelby County Red Cross If he had not taken
DORCAS CIRCLE
est Battles, Janice Mlle, Joe Duckett, Loretta Shores, B111
we would probably
lessons
spent
and
church
Baptist
First
Dorcas Circle of the Morning
Chapter, 1400 Central, said have lost him in that thirty
Vances
the
with
Day
Mother's
Star Baptist church MisslmJames Thurston, Chairman, feet of water."
ary society sponsored a Junior and the Brodnaxes.
Red Cross Water Safety Com- Billy B. Springer, Red Cross
Mrs.
Vance,
Mrs.
and
Rev.
afterDorcas contest, Sunday
mittee.
Safety Director, said parents
Houston
and
Hornbeak
Estelle
Devotion
noon at the church.
These classes are not only should especially be interested
Elkton,
to
journeyed
Vance,
RobENGLEWOOD, N. J. (UPI) we have every assurance he
was given by Mrs. Lucile
for school students but for in this program since statistics
act with deinson, with greetings by Mrs. Tenn., foi a visit with relatives adults as well, Mr. Thurston
John H. Perry, Negro pres- (Raubinger) will
—
ocdrownings
show that most
liberate speed to make posLena Reid and Mrs. Elizabeth and friends in and around Pu- emphasized. Adults may regBoard
Englewood
of
the
children.
ident
cur among young
sible steps to resolve the prob.
Ballard responding. Mrs. Lou- laski and Elkton, the childhood ister in day classes or all-adult
of Education announced the
ise Croom introduced the home 'of the Vances.
lem by September."
evening classes to be
beginner
Mrs. Winefred Rogers has
board will take no action to
speaker,
held from 7 to 8 p.m. at the
few
a
for
list
sick
the
on
been
by
elemengiven
was
city's
the
The address
integrate
Fairgrounds, and from 6 to 7
Mrs. Cottrell Thomas of Lane days, and everyone is hoping p.m. at the Tom Lee and
tary schools before Septemhealth
good
in
be
will
she
that
subject.
the
on
church,
Chapel
Orange Mound pools. Minber.
soon.
very
Hope.'
our
Keep
to
"Struggle
imum age at time of enrollSome 100 persons, most of
Mod•
ment is seven years.
Negroes, attended the
them
Y Wot
•
VACANCIES EXIST
RaubinFollowing
Although classes at the Gais- WASHINGTON — (UPI) — meeting.
ger's decision in the Orange
man pool are filled, there are
Joseph Mobutu, command- case, Englewood Negroes had
N..YANCE
550
still vacancies at the other 7 Maj.
left
Army,
demanded their school board
city pools, reports the Red er of the Congolese
Cross. Registration ends June here for another phase of his conform with the precedent
14.
tour of U. S. military facilities. set by the decision.
Perry said:
All that is necessary for en- Mobutu ana Pentagon officers
rollment is to complete an ap- declined to comment on details "The grievances relating to
plication form and mail it to of their discussions on how best the Englewood schools were
the Red Cross Chapter, 1400 the U. S. can help in retraining heard in separate action. Briefs
are now being prepared, and
Central. The registrant will be the Congolese Army.
notified of time, date, and pool But G. Mennen Williams, Ashe has been assigned to.
sistant Secretary of State for
Classes are taught Monday, African Affairs, told United
Tuesday, and Friday by quali- Press. International, "There is
fied swimming instructors as- no question but that both the
sisted by water safety aides. Congo and the United States ,ire
Each class is one hour long interested in speedy implemenEntire 2nd floor 149 Beale St.
and lasts for two weeks. Ex- tation of training and organizaevening
cept for the adult
tion of the Congo National
Ideal for Dentist, Medical Dr.,
class, all classes are in an 8 to Army."
officials
State Department
12 period of the morning.
Lawyer or Photographer's Studio
Commenting on the effec- said they still held hope that a
be
could
-swim
program
retraining
tiveness of the learn-to
$50.00 PER MONTH
program, Capt. C. W. Howard worked out with United Nations
N.
U.
least
at
or
,
Departcoordination
of the Memphis Fire
Call JA 6-9368
ment said, 'My son is here to- sanction.
At Fort Bragg, North Caroday because we enrolled him
met by reprein the learn-to-swim classes." lina Mobutu was
warRecently, Capt. Howard and sentatives of the special
his seven year old son, Robert, fare center.
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Learning To Swim May
Lengthen Your Life Too
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t.,unningham, Sandra Sayles, John Jordan, Rosie Miles, ja
Charles Diggs, Joyes Carney, Charlie Wilks, Ruby Base TS
Theodore Pickett, Polly Joyner, Billy Hill, Minnette HarT
ris, Norman Reynolds, Carmella Guy, William Hurd, Si
;
;
mone McAnuity. Archie Scruggs, Diane McCain, Terriell
Carter, Betty King, Herman Thomas, Ava Hurd, Calviii.14
Herring, Joyce Walton, Joseph Morris, Gail Franklinla
Eddie Hayes, Carita Haurson, L. M. Carrol, Cherry Melba
Kinney, Edward Thompson. Spinning records was Joyeit1113
Cooper,

Mobutu In 2nd
Phase Of U.S.
Army Base Tour

Complete Fountain
<c, SERVICE Cosmetics

Fast
Free
Y
Delivery PHARMAC
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MEMPHIS MUNICIPAL
AIRPORT
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BIRDSEYE Diapers $144 pkg
WITH THIS COUPON

CO.
TURE & APPLIANCE
FURNI
526-5054
319 BEALE

ROSE BUSHES

21'

WITH THIS COUPON
139

TOM SAWYER
Appl. Service
(

Opens easily, folds in a flash,
stores compactly. Stay-bright
aluminum frame, Firestone polypropylene webbing. Adjusts to

66

five comfortable

WITH THIS COUPON;

WH 2-4332

SARAH'S GRILL
1285 THOMAS STREET

4 INN

LIGHT

',Karr

INN
Visit CANDLE
t
and enjoy the pleasan atmosphere of
The MODERN STAR LIGHT ROOM.
"Serving the finest Foods anywhere."
Au

FONIFITIONID FOR YOUR COMPORT

We cater to aur-private parties.
For Reservations Call

T INN
CANDLE LIGHDomes
Noe, Mr art Mrs Reuben

DOWNTOWN - MAIN AT GAYOSO

1109 Springdale

ONLY $109.95

$6.66 Per Mo.

PO

Phone 276-9221

0.!

1

11 in. Remote Control Console T.V. 10911:
11e1
1 pc. Living Room Suite Group

Regent Wringer Washer
Sofa Bed

sillaper
• mo.
per
5709 mo.
per
S455
✓ mo.
sc45 per
• roo.

SPECIAL HOUSEFUL 530000
Beale Streets Finest Furn. & Appl. Store
CALL FOR FREE COURTESY CAR

Ws Picnic Time

CANDLE

St'IPA, lightweight, cionipuct!

ALUMINUM AND WEB
FOLDING CHAISE LOUNGE

JUMBO 500 COUNT
Paper Napkins 63 Pkg.

QUALITYJ
Full-Bodied
Tangy

WE SPECIALIZE IN THE FAMOUS SOUTHERN
FRIED CHICKEN & CHOICE STEAKS
PLATE LUNCH 78 CENTS
GOOD HOME-COOKED FOOD FRESH DAILY
THE BLUE ROOM & GRILL COMPLETELY
AIR CONDITIONED
OUR SERVICE IS ALWAYS WITH A
COURTEOUS SMILE

PHONE

526-9391

1 1

NEW & USED
EASY TERMS
NO MONEY DOWN
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL"

10 ft. Frigidare Refrigerator

FINAL SALE

AIR CONDITIONERS

LU

I 2
.

3IE

TWELVE TO A PACKAGE

2 Year Field Grown Guaranteed

618 E. McLEMORE

0. r

47 South

Train weekends and earn four day's pay per
training weekend. We have reserve openings
for enlisted men in all military specialties. The
45th "Dixie" Troop Carrier Wing.

from
NEW & USED
Kelvinator & York

Man
wire I
to: givi
noatalg
was
—4--

S
SILVER
Main Street

WANTED
Air Force Reserve Airmen

Call 323-7661

4

figst
bl
hqwe
mentid
taiies
c4 1 1 e
Chami

WH 8-8121

726 E. McLEMORE

SUITE OF OFFICES FOR RENT

GETS GRANT FOR STUDY

C 13
6
,'
11,141
drld‘ia,
after
ti

HOLLAND APPLIANCE
SERVICE

Jewelry

assistant
Carl Crutchfield, Tennessee State University's
professor or business administration is among 30 faculty
members from 18 states selected to receive summer doctorial and post-doctorial study grants awarded by Indiana
University's Graduate School of Business supported by
the Ford Foundation. Established at Indiana in 1959 to
advance the teaching effectiveness of business instruction
in the smaller colleges and universities, recipients receive
$100 a week for the eight-week summer term, as well as
tuition, travel expense and a weekly allowance of $50 for
living expenses. The original three-year grant has been
extended twice by the Ford Foundation. — Clanton, III
Foto)

tOti"

WHY TAKE CHANCES ON A
FAULTY AIR CONDITIONER?
LET US REPAIR,
CLEAN OR ADJUST YOUR UNIT.
CALL HOLLAND FOR PROMPT
AND DEPENDABLE SERVICE.
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White of Philadelphia. She
was visiting her sister, Mrs. L
Rogers Bri.
.riLley who resides
on Middleton at.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Davis
were host and hostess at a reception in honor of Mr. and
Mrs. Palmer Mosby on Saturday. Mae 18, in the reception
room of toirst Baptist Church
The room was beautiful with
a color scheme of pink and
green. Candelabra, ivy, and
fern complimented the beautit
I i
n the ninetieth anniversary ful table where guests were
4ige
aaarethia institution, the presi- served as they passed to wish
CHAPTER of Pi Rho Zeta International
w-ent centered his address happiness to the couple who
Mrs. Georgia Wailker, Miss Aleta Gatearound the subject "The Re- were married recently in the
sorority, recently spent a day at the CripFtsk's Brides-To Be and two recent brides
wood, Mrs. Annie Crass ford, Miss Luce
0. Benton, Jr., of Pittsburgh, Pa. Standsponsibilities of the Educated Davis home. Hostesses
Children's
pled
beam proudly as they pose for 1963 gradhospital on Lamar, playing
ing, same order, are Myrna Martin, New
Curacy, Mrs. Vernita Kerr. president and
for tlie
Man" The three respanailalli- occasion were Misses Connie
games and otherwise entertainine the chiluating class of Fisk university's new ediOrleans, to wed Lt. Charles L. Thomas, Fort
Miss Mildred Jones. — ,Photo by Billy
ties he ba.sed his address on and Dale Lee, Delores Woods.
dren. Above are: Miss Veleska Edwards,
tion of "June Brides." Seated from left
Duncan).
Lewis, Wash.; Ann Collier, Fairfield, Conn.,
*ere: (1) The pursuit of learn- Hazelle and Mozelle Longstreet.
are Mae Frances Jackson, St. Albans, N.
to %ell Walter B. Echols. Cincinnati; Carol
i
t ; (2) using talents to serve Wilma Shaw. and Sallie ChatY., recently wed to Charles W. Williams,
Liston, Lima, Ohio, recently wed to Trunation, and (3) obeying ham. Miss Theresia, Womack
Tuscaloosa, Ala.; Casma Gregory, Cleveman L. Penn, Evanston, Ill.; Brenda
1
without force. The ovation rendered soft music during the
land, to wed David L. Rule, Cleveland,
Flint, Ft. Worth, Tex.; to wed Harold
of more than 30,000 spectators reception. Directing was Mrs.
Ohio; Melanie Jones, New Orleans, to wed
Nixon, Smithfield, N. C.; and Jean Colston,
Las Palabras Y Musics (the schools and their sponsors,
at , Vanderbilt stadium was Doris Price assisted by MesWilliam F. Boyd, Cleveland, Ohio; and
Knoxville, to wed Leon Kelly, Chicago.
great.
words and music) was the namely. Misses Wacidis I,
dames Helen Porter, Louise
Marva Cain. Houston, Texas, to wed James
The busy Saturday ended Ward, and Addle Ingram. The
theme of Walker Elementary!liniwn, Barbara Ilendree, W
with your scribe getting back gifts received by the couple
School PTA's affair, 322 King tw" Lee' GPn.r4e
to.tlackson In time to attend the were gorgeous.
Mrs
Road, on a recent Sunday aftAlumni meeting and banquet Out-of-town guests included
W
—eW
avietirteS
'sch
Ctni1--iir
-.):
MI°MtY
ernoon in the school's cafetori-'Kinney, Capleville — Charles
held at Lane college. Conduct- the bride's mother, Mrs. Mary
ing the business session was the H. Pyles of Holyoke, Mass.. the
um. This was the PTA's annual Keel. Mitchell Road's Combo.
national president, Dr. James bride's sister, ars. Geraldine
affair spotlighting, "The Teach.. Robert McGhee, Mannassas —
Utley of St. Louis, Mo.
Mrs. Cathryn
Cat
Perry Th....
im
Pyles Turner and her daughter,
er of the Year
Mrs. Edna White, local pres- Gwenof,
Pe•lyoke.
The cafetorium was decorat- Mrs. Harvei Mae Wherry, ilia Dcan.Registrar Thomas 1,
*t, served as mistress of
Mrs. Mosby, nee Dorothe
ed with a Spanish aosent 'en-1
.01anonies at the banquet. Pyles, received her degree from
Willard announces that the tered around
the theme of the' Another feature was the.
,crowning of the First Grade's;
g classes of '23. '33, '43, '63, Lane college on Monday. They Six members of the YWCA gates registering from the ninth annual six-week sum. program.
_1;63 were represented with will make their home in Mem- volunteer and staff of the YWCAs of North and South
King and Queen. Joey Adair,
mer session will begin June The program consisted of a
g2Nass of '63 being accepted phis. where Mr. Mosby is em- Memphis Association attended Carolina, Virginia, Kentucky.
classical ballet by, fourth is king, lie is the son of Mr. ,
10
at
Owen
college.
association.
ielis
_."
ployed by the Memphis City the National YWCA Confer- Tennessee. Mississippi, Alagrader, Miss Germaine Ball, land Mrs. Joe Adair. Ramonal
'Pm presence of Mr. Gallo- School system.
Registration will be held sponsor.
Hawkins is Queen.
e
ence In the Southern Region bama. Georgia, Florida, LouisiShe is the '
visiting artists and H
d
h
Chicago, class of 1907, WITH THE YOUNGER SET
aug tn o Mf r. and Mrs. Hawheld in Miami, Fla., recently, ana. Arkansas, Oklahoma and Monday, June 10, and classes
1. ke,e
komed. Other out-ofA Sweet Sixteen Party was according to Mrs. Addle G. Texas. which compromise the will begin Tuesday, June 11.
Mrs. Velva Penn Williams.
umr.1 at the meeting the order of the weekend
Southern Region of the Nawith Owen, branch director.
Courses
in
biology,
educe
:mrth
Carrie White Ules, the younger set when
grade
teaeher
was
Mrs. Miss Mary Frances Lacey. tional Association,
lion,
mathematics,
taPe,s send, Ind.. sister of T. R. Robert L. Gibbs
political
crown "Teacher of the Year,"
Speakers at the conference
entertained executive director of the delee g he and Rev. Beasley of her daughter.
Mrs. Marguerite Moody, f.,
Jackie. on her gation which left here May 9 included four top officers of the science, social science, physical
Cltampston. D.
..:rade (second), Mrs. Li;:
C.
sixteenth birthday. The out- for the four day meeting which national organization. They science and physical educeThe
Kellogg
Social
club
is
'PleOUDI. H. Burnett, class of
Bowen. fifth grade, Mrs. 1.
door affair was held Saturday was attended by representa- are Mrs. Archie D. Marvel. lion will be offered and proset to present its annual affair cille Brit, third grade, Mt,
Many he guest speaker.
night on their lawn on Orch- tives of community and stu- president of the YWCA of the vide ample
"Jazz
opportunity
In
Fashion."
Sunday,
wire prborary degree of Doefor
Mattie
Wherry, second grade.
(1)
dent associations throughout the U.S.A. headquarters. 600 Lexard st.
to l give tvinIty was conferred
school graduates to earn June 2, at 9 p. m., at Curries' Mrs. Ethel McNeal, sixth grad,
Enjoying the fete were Ira 13-state area of the Southern ington ave., New York City; high
Club
Tropicana.
Martha
Jean
Mrs.
noistalgia. L. Potts, president of Golden.
Gretta Adeir was re
Beverly :aid Deborah Region. Others representing Mrs. John F. Welborn, Jr.. of college credit before Septem- Steinberg
will be fashion com- gram chairman. Mrs. Hat,.
was LeMollege, He Is a 1945
Bledsoe, Billy Bledroe. rrenda the local YWCA are: Miss Rosa Greenville, S. C.. vice-president- ber, (2) to remove any high mentator.
Lee'.
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Lane College and and Patricia Robinson.
president and
Mar- A. Robinson, chairman commit- at-large.
school deficiency in required Proceeds from the affair are les W.
Horner, principal.
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Sickle
entrance
subjects,
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vetacle CME church Dave Neal. Johnie B.
Scales! Stanley Ish, board member; addresses will be Dr. Arthur
lind professor of re- Brenda Monroe, Ernest Walker. Miss Louise Weeks, committee W. Combs. professor of educa- college students to earn addi- Anemia Fund, said member,
0 1"
of the club. Jimmy Taylor
college. He de- Madeline Walker, Paul Bishop, on administration membe r, tion and psychology in the Col- tional credits (4) to
remove the club president.
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Pr "
s baccalaureate for Sonja Trice. Robert
and Diane and Mrs. M. 0. Bennett, mem- lege of Education at the Uni- deficiencies, (5) any student
2 Charge
3 stare 3it on Sunday.
Smith, Phyllis Copeland, Lor- ber national board of national versity of Florida. Gainesville, to take refresher
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4 moray pest in Jackson on raine K. Bell. Frank
Florida.
and Car? YWCA.
any purpose.
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Throughout the four - day
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Saturday. May 18, your
. along with husband.
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Signaled the beginning of the
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WEN
YOU
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YWCA Staffers Return
From
Miami Meeting
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Kellogg Club Gives
Annual Jazz Show

Buy Your
1963
From Us

HULL
DOBBS
NEW FORD

10V"TWO MILK",
MODIFIED
SKIM MILK
FOR "FIGURE"

3507 PARK AVE.

2301 SO. THIRD
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Sit. it Sim. $1.25
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WILLIKOCL' aim
SPORT COATS LO

NEW BUILDING, REMODELING AND
CUSTOM MADE DEN SPECIALISTS

WILLIKOP:
SLACKS

K.C. Franks
K.C. Bacon
K.C. Sausage
.K.C. Lunch Meat

795

FACTORY-TO•YOU

WHhog e

Famous Name Brands at Discount Prices
i08 So. K4,1r,

made in the U.S. Govt. inspected
kitchens of the

NAT 11RINC PACKING CO.

544 N. Watkins 2272 Lamar
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DEFENDER

ASK YVETTE CHANTE:

DONALD DUCK
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GLAMOR GIRLS

SATI

441,-

Oationina

Disgusted With Barflies,
Playgirls, Old Women

•

-2

SCHOOL OF
REALISM
ART EXHIBIT

SCHOOL OF
REALI5M
ART EXHIBIT

am a man of 38 years nt
age, 6 feet tall and weigh 160
pounds. I am steadily employed and I have a reputation that is clean.
I can't truthfully say that
I am writing to you because I
am lonely but I can truthfully say that I am thoroughly
disgusted With barflies, playgirls and old women. I am
sick and tired of them. I want
a lady between the ages of 25
and 35 and not more than one
child.

WHAT WE 5E5'

family

and work at the General Post Office in Kingston.
I await an early reply.
Gerald Biggs
•
19 A Caprenters Rd.
Kingston 10, Jamaica
•••

A4111111111

Dear Madame Chante:
I understand that you are
someone who helps most Jamaicans receive pen-pals and
I am asking that you will

WBE L
It w,
Lee w

hd

grant me the favor of choosing
one for me.

I am a female and 16 years
I am interested in getting of age, and brown complected.
Beverly J. Evans
married, but only to a lady,
22 Chancery Lane
no barflies, playgirls and
Kingston, Jamaica, W.I.
old women.
•••
Bob Shute
Dear Madame Chante:
1547 E. 67th Pl.
I am a divorcee and interApt. 116
Chicago, Ill.
ested in meeting a nice Chris•••
tian man who is cheerful and
enjoys the good things in life.
Dear Madame Chante:
I am a Jamaican young lady Race or age does not matter.
who would like to correspond I have a small boy.
I will answer all letters in
with a young American gentleman between the ages of 30 sincerity. I do not answer if
not sincere.
and 35.
Bernice Showers
I am 31 years old and a Ro430 N. Blackford St.
man Catholic. My profession is
Indianapolis, Ind.
hairdressing.
•••
Marjorie Tucker
183 D Windward Rd.'Dear Madame Chante:
I am a regular reader of
Kingston, Jamaica
• • •
your column and I enjoy it
very much.
Dear Madame Chante:
I am 24 years of air, weigh
I am interested in a female
2
/
175 pounds and 5 feet 91
pen-pal of my age.
I am 21 years of age and my inches tall. I would like to
hobbies are cricket, reading meet a sincere young lady
and writing. I live with my between 18 and 24, with mar-
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HE CLAIMS ITS ALL RECAuSE
OF 14i5G000-LUCK a4AR,445!

MR,INK WHISKERS, THAT
MANG,IRONS BAD EVIOENCE!

S THE RANCHO
MUCH FARTHER?
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JUSTANEADI
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int esion• 3,'Ante. lot.190.1 %old nght• morn.c

"Guess who's gonna cut the ribbon to open the new'4"
Tri-State Highway 7"
5.
.At

riage in mind.
I am very sincere and will
answer all letters promptly.
Sammie Franklin
C.S.H.
Pueblo, Colorado

of,thosfilled
reee w,
04: the
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does not matter, but she mu4!,
be neat and clean. She must
want love, happiness and tpture security as I do and must
be willing to strive with rile.

to get it.
• • •
I am 33 years old, 5 feet 5i,
- ,
5
inches tall, light complexioil
Dear Madame Chante:
I would like to meet a nice ed and weigh 135 pounds.° .
girl friend between the ages am considered nice looking.
E. Pryor
of 18 and 30. Not over 5 feet
6318 S. Kenwood
5 and weighing no more than
Chicago, Ill.
135 pounds. Looks and color ,
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Dr. Davis Announces
Promotions At State

SPORTS
HORIZON

NASHVILLE — Eight new Drama, will become dean of
School of Arts and
terminal degreed professors the
were appointed to Tennessee Sciences; and Dr. Granville M.
State University's faculty and Sawyer, director of Public Re.
two professors were elevated lations and Alumni Affairs,
to deanships by Dr. W. S. was tabbed for the Director of
Davis, university president. Institutional Research starting
The prcmotions and appoint- with the fall quarter.
ments take effect September 1 EIGHT APPOINTED
with the 1963-64 school year, The eight terminal degreed
headed by Dr. William N. Jack- faculty members appointed to
on who was named dean of the University faculty for the
faculty. The former Science coming school year are WenEducation department head be- dolyn Bell, modern foreign
Boose,
Beatrice
comes the second dean of languages;
, faculty in the University's 50- Psychology; Kenneth F. Jar.
kink science education; Rother
year history.
'Dr. Jackson, who assisted Johnson, biology; Mabel AnDr. Carl M. Hill before the derson, child development; H.
latter became president of Ken- Leon Prather, social sciencetucky State College, served on history; Wilma Deb. Scarlette,
the three-man committee since biology; and Archie L. BuffDecember 1, 1962 conducting kins, music.
the office of dean of faculty. This brings Tennessee State's
At the same time, President complement to 74 fulltime and
Davis announced that Dr. 16 part-time Ph.D's to a total
Thomae E. Poag, head of the of 90. This is one-third of the
Department of Speech and total teaching force.
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ican Haywood Thornton.
ICE LEMOYNE SPEAKER
It was homecoming for Bob Others were William "Bull"
Lee when the Southern UM- Owens, Rev. Bob Mason, Cecil
Athletic Director and Goodloe and Lonnie Briscoe.
h d football coach returned Lee, noticeably delighted to
to Memphis last Friday to have the opportunity to reserve as guest speaker at the turn to his alma mater, called
Awards Banquet of LeMoyne it "Bob Lee's Proudest MomCollege. Lee is a LeMoyne ent." His speech, though typraduate and played quarter- ical for athletic banquets, was i
pack for the Magicians under well-received by the athIttes
the tutelage of the great Jack and guests.
Atkins in the early 1930's. SPLIT ON VIEWS
It took a beautiful trophy
In nearly 20 years as coach
at Southern, the affable Mem. presented by LeMoyne Club
phian has coached three major to perk up LeMoyne cage
WIN PROMOTIONS AT TSU
sports, an extraordinary feat. coach Jerry Johnson. In an
Three men at Tennessee State university
Lee' compiled a 206-won and earlier speech, Johnson had
41.r.
have been elevated to deanshipe, effective
46-loat record in the 14 years indicated the seriousness of
with the 1963-64 school year. They are,
at the baseball helm. In ten the recruiting problem at LeHOLDING A TROPHY
oLthose years the Jaguar Cats Moyne and how hard it was
from left, Dr. Granville M. Sawyer, directhe
Memphis
him
awarded
trophy
a
recently
Holding
by
nailed down championships. to compete against opponents
tor of Institutional Research; Dr. Thomas
chapter of the Tennessee State University Alumni AsseLee was named NAIA coach who do full time recruiting.
E. Poag, dean of the School of Arts and
Hall
Ann
Alumni president
Hatton "For Outstanding Leadership In Athletics" is John
of the year in 1937.
Sciences. and Dr. William N. Jackson,
`As head cage coach, Lee's praised Johnson for the fine
B. McClendon. who received the award on May I. McClendean of the faculty. — t('lanton III Photo)
done
LeMoyne
at
citirges copped five Southwest Job he has
don Is going to Kentucky State College at Frankfort.
conference titles in 10 years and that she was personally
Hudson has been most active
might
that
sons
and an impressive 119-52 ca. raising three
in uptoning, expanding and
rker mark. "Roundhead." as be able to help the Magicians'
enriching the science orngram
/if is affectionately known cause in the future.
of Lane College.
President Hollis Price shed•
ftom his playing days, retired
from basketball and baseball dad a little light on what apto, concentrate on coaching peared to he a difference in
contact Turner at
Aubrey Turner, 1963 pres- should
Dr A E
Hudson, chairelotball. Lee took over as head opinions -tii Johnson when
ident of the Sam Qualls Colt WHitehall 6-1080, the secreThe
remarks.
his
grid coach at Southern in 1962 he gave
tary. Mrs. Florence M. Scott man of natural and physical
completare
said
club,
plans
statprexy
after the death of A. W. "Ace" jovial LeMoyne
or the tournament director, science, of Lane college has
NASHVILLE -- John B. Mc- position at Tennessee State ed for the fourth annual Sam Dollar Sanders.
been unanimously elected as
Mpnforcl. Lee described his ed, he wasn't against recruitposition
a
Tournaaccept
to
lovitational
University
Qualls
scrutiny
close
that
State
Tennessee
Lendon,
Hest year record as head foot- ing but
The tournament is expected a Fellow Member of the World
which
Park
Fuller
at
institution
held
be
another
to
ment
in
recruitin
utilized
41 coach as just mediocre; should be
to attract a number of top- Academy of Art and Science.
University's coordinator of
to active Golf course on June 15-16.
Thints happen to McCovey —
hqwever, he was too modest to ing so that the player can health, physical education and will allow my return
flight golfers from neighbor- He has been invited to the big things, small things ...
betime
same
on
play
the
at
medal
coaching
holes
38
The
well
as
acedemicelly
1963 plenary meeting in Stock- and strange thing!!! Will the
mantion that one of those vic- achieve
of
number
a
and
towns,
ing
athletics since last September, ing engaged in athletic ad- Saturday and Sunday will intories was over Jackson State as athletically.
expected to fill holm, Sweden. This action was Giants' AfcCovev get out of
physical ed- clude nine flights — four for local fans are
taken at the recent meeting the focus of an "Evil Eye" this
ccil le ge, ebony National He concluded by saying that resigned to return to college ministration and
the gallery.
for
two
women,
ucation.
for
two
men,
of
because
solely
to use a boy
held in Televiv, Israel. The year? Don't miss the revealChamps.
basketball coaching.
LAY OFF
"You may consider my feel- juniors, and one for seniors.
his athletic ability was exwas made by ing article, "HEY,
announcement
University President Dr. W. ings in regard to Tennessee
PROUDEST MOMENT'
Baby?
McCOVEY" in July SPORT,
Three trophies will be award-;How Old's The
being
sec- now on sale' In the same Usu..
Dr.
Boyko,
general
Hugo
Many of Lee's teammates ploitation, and LeMoyne
couldn't S. Davis accepted McLendon's State University to be of great ed in each flight. A golf bag LAGOS, Nigeria — (UPI) — retary of the World Academy. read about how Hayes Jonese .
wire present at the banquet a Christian institution
resignation today saying, "I depth and with continued keen will be presented to the per- Doctors said a 70-year-old Congratulations are pouring the best indoor hurdler in histo give the occasion um bit of do this.
Interest in its progress as well son holding the lucky ticket.
to his biggest
Some disagreement of their accept your resignation with
Calabar, in East- into Dr. Hudson's office from tory, faces up in
nojitalgia. Heading that list
"HATES
as continued friendship with The club's banquet will be woman from
challenges
was LeMoyne's first all•Amer- recruiting program apparent- mixed emotions . . . there is a you, your faculty and staff." held on Saturday night follow- ern Nigeria, has given birth to scholars from all over Ameri- JONES' HURDLES." PLUS
....÷___
and Europe.
ca
ly stemmed from the recent sense of deep regret ot sever
ManI,eague
National
"The
a baby in a health home and
IN CONFERENCE
ing the first 18 holes.
For the last three years Dr. tigers' Confidential Player
I„
withdrawal of freshman star a professional and personal re- McLendon's new coaching
to that mother and child are doing
wish
who
veu
-golfers
Non
of
--The
--Lesson
Ratings"
Richard Dumas of Kansas lationship that has been cha- duties will keep him in the
purchase ticketa for the affair well.
the Hornting.Karras Scandal"
Kee.SANDERS
City. Kan. Dumas and two racterized with cordiality, pro- conference
Tennessee
with
...features on Colavito, Kaline,
offerr Ikete.e•—ce• in yen
other persons had a brush with ductivity, and friendliness.
Ralph Terry, Jack Nicklaus,
State. He takes over as head
1 Prescription Delivered
". . . I sympathize with you
the law last week.
I,ee Thomas, many morel All
coach and athletic
basketball
2 Charge Accounts
In the exciting issue of
MACK. CURREN. HONORED in your desire to return to ac- director at Kentucky State ColStore Hours 9 A M 10 M
Monroe Currin, eighth in the tive coaching with administra- lege at Frankfort.
Money Orders Sold
AUTO LIABILITY COLLISION & FIRE INS.
July
nation in scoring last season tive and teaching responsibili- "We will have to reorganize
Wilde and Phone gdi
Collected
with a 26.0 average, and Mil- ties."
Down Payment-6 Months To Pay
Small
2
WAY
compensate
RADIOS
to
area
entire
the
.6 rnte 6111 doridonsi
'
ton Mack who competes in CHAMPIONSHIPS
Magazine
for the vacancy created by
7 Nnteiv Public
TV & RADIO REPAIRS
If you have a problem including your:
McLendon, who guided Tenthe quarterrnile during the
Dr. Davis
EVERYWHERE!
leaving,"
McLendon's
SALE
ON
NOW
Free •sriln Iv Near
Items_ wwWerelepeawassewesenowerewrge
track season, also received nessee State cage crews to revealed. In reorganizing we
Driving license-Cancellations—SR•22 or Releases
9 Checks Cashed fete
E-Z TERMS
trophies during the awards three consecutive NAIA na- shall have • department of
10 fnendly. Coudeous. Dino
Secede
presentations from the Alumni tional championships, left the athletic-s administered by a di- CALL
Association. Mack, who has University in 1959 to coach the rector, and a department of
Cleese Pernen.Ler
in Cleveland Pipers in the NIBL health and physical education
SANDI1111 SUPER run a 47.0 440 competesthis
League and coached Cleve- administer-it by a department
Sioux City, North Dakota
MALL DRUGS
land's ABL professional bask635 Mississippi
weekend.
head.
PARKWAY AND LAUDERDALE
team before returring to
LeMoyne "L's" were pre- etball
Res. 274-9837
We Would Li•
5264381
Ph.
Tennessee in 1962.
sented to 13 athletes for parPiea1.1,11 of S•rvinq Y.a?
In his letter to Dr. Davis,
track
basketball,
in
ticipation
Phone 94$-453*
McLendon said, "It is with
and cross country
some feelings of regret that I
notify you of my resignation
as of May 31, 1963 from my Two Memphis men have been
selected as the country's most
eligible bachelors in the June
issue of Ebony magazine.
1011 Union & 3967 Highway
Benjamin F. Blakey and M.
South, Whitohav•n
James Edwards are included
NOW - USID CARS 11 TRUCKS
in a list of 50 bachelors whom
THE CLEANEST CARS IN TOWN
2461 CARS SOLD THIS YEAR (1963)
'he magazine editors consider
!AT EAST ST.)
The Mere W. Sell • The More You Save
the most eligible throughout
FREE OIL CHANGE FOR THE LIFE OF CAR WARRANTY
'63 Buick
$4195 59 Buick
$1295
Volurn•s Makes The Difference • Lower Terms — Lower Prices
$1095 the United States.
'59 CHEV.
Special 4.dr. This car haa air cond..
or
Electra 225 4.dr. H.T. This
4.000 MILES OR 90 DAYS
R&H. auto. Extra
Bel-Air 4.dr
lilliautiful
0
beige
In
matching
power
and
with
beautiful
Mg.
brakes.
Blakey, a state tax examiner,
SOME OP OUR USED CAR SPECIALS
ahem. one owner
blue ifnd white. A real Moe eni
Interior •nd h. all Hulett extras
AS LOW AS $100.00 DOWN
is active in political Pnd comIncl fart. alr cond. Don't mine thin
$595
'58 MERC. 4-dr.
bargain 550A.
'62 Chev.
$ 379.5,
munity projects in the area.
R&H. auto., maw and tu-tone.
apt, Crw. Power brake.
'62 Buick
$3495 Imp.
... . . $795 Edwards is a mortician who
'18 FORD
mew
R
rim
Mitering. R&HH.
Ste win. auto.. weer and tutone.
co-owns two funeral homes
Drive It. you'll buy
clean
Eli,. 225 4-door. Beautiful while
loaded
and
Interior
with
meld-Ong
$795
here.
'57 OLDS
with all Hulett extras incl, fact air

Tity

d
is

newel.
to

te mqgt
c musk
snd turd mtist,
Fah mg,

feet 552
)1exl,' ,

king.
od
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GOLFING
WITH LIL

McClendon Leaves TSU
For Kentucky State

Lane College Prof.
Elected To World
Academy Of Science

The Willie McCovey
"JINX!"

LOW RATE

. S.

_
ROBERT'S
RADIO ELECTRONICS
869 So. Third Street
946.2895

SPORT

ADKINS INSURANCE
AGENCY

2 Memphians Among
Fifty Bachelors

18 per

ma.
per
6mo.
5 per
15
per
-

1110.

1962 RAMBLER AMiASSADOR 4 Dr.
P.S. & Brakes One
51995°
Owner and Perfect
1957 FORD 9 Pass. Wagon
s650°°
Extra Sharp
1959 PONT. 4 Dr. Bonneville
$149500
Sharp 3 To Choose
1960 CADILLAC 4 Dr.
Loaded Plus Factory Air
5289500
Memphis Driven
1959 OLDS. 884 Dr.
Factory Air One Owner 5149500
;957 CADILLAC 4 Dr.
5109500
• Factory Air Cream Puff
100 MORE TO CHOOSE FROM
BUY FROM US YOUR FRIENDS DO

915
UNION

1048 UNION—BR 2-3431

BLUFF CO BUICK

Super "55" Cdr. Ft&H. •uto, pow•
em ets. and brakes, air cond.

'57 DODGE
st.. win. R&M,

$495
mew

auto.,

$795

'57 BUICK

Special 2-dr. 14.T. 141.14. auto., one
owner, extra sharp!

'57 LINC.

$695
4.dr. R&H. mato., mew and tutont.

$795

'57 CHEV.
4-dr ,

std. trent.

fi-cyl.

$695

'56 CAD.

Sedan DeVille. Mad
tory air

auto., file-

'56 DODGE

$495

'55 CHEV.

$595

2-dr. H.T.. R&M, maw and tutone.
Sharp!
Rel-Alr

aoto,.

&CY'.

Special 4-dr. if T., Auto.
wee, air cond.
Auto..

T

2 dr

R&M

9189

'53 PLYM.
std

4-tir

R&H.

6295

'55 DODGE

tram!

MANY MORE: TO
l'HOOnit PROM
IIANk FINAN(

John Wellford
915 UNION
AT EAST ST.

JA 6-0466

Have Your Car PRE-INSPECTED:::
Avoid That Return Trip
To That L-O.N.G Line!!
BEFORE

you go

1959 CADILLAC 4 Dr. Sedan Deville
Full Power Air Condition Like New $239500
Sedan 4 Dr.,
1962 GAL.
W. Tires ,1595"
F.M.T.C.,
RM.,
V-8
CAN YOU USI
FL500 2 Dr. Sedan
1960 FORD
MORE CASH?
White
Tires $895"
R.H.
V-8,
Tu Tone
CITY FINANCE
1958 FORD F1500 2 Dr. Hardtop
STERICK BUILDING
Tutone Auto. R.H., W. Tires, $8950
One Owner-Real Sharp
GROUND Ft000

ANeefftf fesIKS ME YOU
01/ PRAIIRINflAt
510VICI"

R&R•

$395

'55 BUICK .

Don't Wait!

let us check your brakes, alignment, etc.,

and

tutone.

CITY INSPECTION NUMBER 215 DUE NOW
A

OAKLEY FORD
THE BIC FORD SUPERMARKET

DOUTHIT CARROLL PONT. CO.

191 mpear

BUY
NOW & SAVE

FOUNDATION WORK —
CARPENTRY
LEVEL FLOORS
REPAIR SILL
JOISTS and PIERS
FOR SERVICE CALL
FA 3-5870

PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS
RATS
Licensed and
Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU
ARE EMBARRASSED

'WE KILL TO LIVE'
This Service Is FREE at Your
B. F. GOODRICH STORE
2ND AND VANCE AVE.

Bring This Coupon For One FREE Brake Adjustment

CALL

O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES

Ph. FA-7-6033

ALSO BIG DISCOUNT ON ALL 1963 DEMONSTRATORS
AND EXEC, CARS. BRING THE FAMILY AND DRIVE
HOME IN A NEW FORD
1--

MINNOWS
WEST MEMPHIS FISHMAN & PICNIC

STOP

cond. Try II
640A.

and you will buy it.

'61 Buick

'60 lmper.

'62 Choy.

'62 Chev.

OCCASION

'61 Skylark

LINE and SINKER SHOP OPEN 24 HOURS
RE 5-1197
2222 EAST BROADWAY
NOT THE LARGEST - JUST THE NICEST

SPECIALS
FISHING POLES

35c and 50c
COLLAPSIBLE FISH -BASKETS

$3.95
FISHING LICENSE FOR THE
TRIP or ANNUAL

$3795

Coupe Thin rnr In red with white
custom top anti white Interior •nd
Is fully equIpl. Buy thin one •rni tre
a maul P94.

$1995

2..1r. coupe. Thin In the very niceet
in compact. It h. a VS engine.
nutornatie trans.. RAH. WNW Urea
white with blue Int., end very, Van,
Muth.

'59 Buick

$2095

2-dr 1.I.T lovely while with rad
Int. Fact. Kir cond.. full Pon.This one Is real sharp. 12.000
milee.

$1295

Imp. cony. Lovely silver blue with
white top. VA & automatic RAW,
wan tires. Clean.

$1095

Super 4.dr. H.T. Full power Rkil.
hity
MAW tires. (lean as A pin
this one.

Buick
$2295 '61
Elaatra 225 4.dr.

fled De Ville. Beautiful white with
Meek int. Has fact, air cond. Elect
widow.. meets, full power. 'Phi. one
on will find.
IA Ihe nirenl car

'63 W'd Cat

$1295

Monterey 4.dr. This ear has auto
matic trans.. P o k P.S.R&M.,
mew iieee. and ahe Is •atra clean.
Nee it today.

$1695 '58 Buick

Special 4.dr sedan. This car has
to be driven. It IA • real double
nice car.

'59 Cad.

100 i'nupe R&H. wet tires. Re.,
Ilful blue. Sheri, buy R.

$2095 '58 Choy.

4.dr. It A. Factory air cond.. fall
power. ell over white and clean.
as a pin inside & out.

'61 Buick

$1495

'62 Coryair

$2395 '60 T-Bird

convertible. Blue with V Ii
Imp
& atrnight stick RkH. mew tire.
Sharp See. drive & but Dile ona
torlAY.

$1595

4,11 sedan. It has V.4 engine and
Autonfolle trans. It le like new innine nod out.

$2095 '60 Mort.

4.dr. H.T. Beatitiful metallic rose.
H. MI Chrysler extrae incl. feet.
air cond. This car Is extra clean
and a real bargain.

ONE STOP COMPLETES YOUR WANTS
FOR A DAY OF ENJOYMENT FOR THE

NIC-NAC GROCERY

$2295

gabre Coupe. Lovely red ttr
white. Fully equipt. Incl, fact air
rand Thle In one of the Nharpest
care In tnwn.

'61 Bk. Spc.

$2595

This ear ban
fact air rood. & full Power advent.. See & buy this floe auto
mobile today.

$995

'58 Buick

Special 2 dr. H.T. Beautiful blue
with white top, It h. R&H. mew
tires. power ateering and real AhArp

$1395

'62 Falcon

enlipe. R&H, wew tires, white
e nd etinolotely like new in every
reepect

$1495

'59 Buick

4-dr Invleta eta wad. Air colt
tun power and real clean Meld*

$1395 '57 Buick

Elect". 4-dr. This fine car le white
interinr and le factory
with blk
Air rand Re cure to see this one
tort.. 20A.

$795

Special 4-e1nor sedan. Oil over white
with Meth top. fully *quint and is
Ruy today.
•ntrn clean

Man!, Many more tremendous bargains to be sold by
Bluff City Buick this month. Be sure that you are in on
the Ravings. Drop in today or tonite.
Dealers Invited for Low Wholesale Prices
BUY IT TONITE ... DRIVE IT TONITE AT
JOE SCHAFFER'S

BLUFF CITY BUICK
739 UNION

I

Open Nites

s

s376

Page
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Geeter Graduate
Cometetes Basic

Classified Ads.

SHEPPARD AFB. Tex. Airman Third Class Edward E.
Williams of Memphis, is being FURNISHED RiloM W11 H HALFtatet • I•tits furnished elione
bath
,
reassigned to Keesler AFB, Sit 5.7124.
D-ECORATED TWO ROOM
Miss., following his graduation NEWLY
APARTMENT FOR RENT AT 885
WELLINGTON. UPSTAIRS. $25.00.
fripm the United States Air S.
Water furnished. Call BR 2-2115.
Force technical training course 3-ROOM APT. BRICK DUPLEX VERY
NICE. 140.00. CALL WH 6.6645 or
or accounting specialists here. JA 6-2880. Mr. E. L. Young.
UNFURrosix .i'VTItooms
Airman Williams learned
lg... unfurn. rms. for rent
general accounting practices 2 wu
23937. call after 5 p.m.
for Air Force activities includ- 15311,11RNI14111ED ROOMS FOR RP:NT
2 lee unf unlashed rooms (or rent.
ing appropriation, material and WI( 2-3937. call after 5 pin.
PRINTING SHOP FOR RENT
commercial services and
Fully Equipped. Cylinder Preen; Two
mechanized accounting sys- 2) Job Presses. Call FA 7-5148 for

Apts. For Rent

A good deal.

tems.

•

Business Services

A graduate of Geeter High
School, the airman attended
LeMoyne college. He is the son IF YOU HAVE &tins OR CARPET'S
to thats you would 11 (a, netal b
ie r irilio
t irl
of Mr. and Mrs. James A. Wilor cleaned.
Miller
liams Sr., of 1050 Walk Road, for a free estimate. GL 8-0702.
Memphis.
COMPLIMENTARY

ABC
MAIDS

NIGERIAN NOVELIST AT BOSTON UNIVERSITY
Chinua Achebe (right), of Lagos, Nigeria,
discusses his first novel "Things Fall
Apart," with Dr. Adelaide Hill, research
associate at Boston University's African
Studies Program, as Harry Langworthy of
Schenectady, N. Y., a Program student,

looks on. Achebe, in the United States on
a UNESCO fellowship, gave a lecture on
the novel in West Africa during his twoday visit at Boston University. Achebe is
also Director of Extenral Broadcasting of
the Nigerian Broadcasting Corporation.

Guaranteed Job in New York
Transportation & Meals

306 - M & M

BLDG -MEMPHIS

JA 5-3131

For the twelfth consecutive

NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems With a Small, Low Cost

Real Estate Loan

year there have been substantial increases in all phases of

60 Flat Monthly Payments

Office

Management Asseciation Insti-

H. Cur-

tute courses, Edmond

,
-,uru, LOMA director of education and training, has reported.

Cash You
Get-.
$ 500.00
$1,000.00
$1,500.00

Participation by new students
•

also rose, establishing a record

Itiso0 tor the sixth consecutive year.
This

year

17,566

students

from 617 companies and organ-

take

izations are scheduled to

$2,000.00

S2,500.00
$5,000.00

Approx.
Mo.
Payments
S 12.90
$ 23.70
$ 34.50
S 45.50
$ 56.20
5110.82

Be Wise! Choose

State Savings Bank

, 29.889 examinations during the
week of May 6 at
1.700 examination

more than
centers

throughout the United States
land Canada. The previous high
!marks were set last year

when

16.768 students from 570 coin-,
panies

MRS. MILDRED RILEY

registered

28,094

for

72 MADISON

Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS A DAY
Its Better to
Borrow At a Bank'

ex,
,minations.

Mrs. Mildred Riley, Pet Milk Home Consultant for the,
Memphis division, is shown receiving her 10 year award
and songratulations from Kenneth Kell, Memphis division
sales manager. Mrs. Riley started her employment with
Pet Milk company May 18, 1953. She is known to her many
friends and fellow Memphians as "The Pet Milk Lady." Her
field of work is quite varied - she visits clinics, hospitals
and doctors in her work or. infant formula preparation. Ste
gives cooking hints and tells of the nutrition in milk to
Women's and club groups. Her work as a consultant takes
her into hundreds of homes throughout the Tri State area.
Mrs. Riley's graciousness and her ability as a consultant
puts her in great demand for appeamnees at church and
civic group meetings. Kell stated "We arc indeed proud of
Mrs. Riley and the contributien she makes to our Company.
She is a dependable Lnd conscientious cmp;oyee."

ONE BOOK CASE, BED, COMPLETE
mattrems and spring, one dresser,
2 cheat of drawer., one washing machine. 9ne dinette net, one sewing
machine. CALL BR 6-2370. 2152
Piedmont St.
_
ritivArc PARTY WIELD LIKE TO
purchase a home bar is fair condition. (all JAelison 8-8397.
3- DINETTE-SUITS $34.95 to $50.95
Call 323-4545
2 BARBECUE GRILLS $9.95 EA.
Call 323-4545
WE
FEDDER8 AND
Gibson Air Conditioners cheap.
Coll 323-4545

Help Wanted

5 ACRES FOR SALE
3108 N. Germantown Road math of
Highway 64 or. Elienciale can be
shown by owner. Anytime Mr.. George
Gibbs. Jr.
PACKARD SHIRTS - TAILOR MADE
No else too large or too email
also
Mason. Orthoreut. and Chas. Chester
Shoe Representative.
Call WH 2-4613
Brune N. Boyd, Sr.
CADILLAC' -- 55 hard top convertible.. power, air conditioned. Call JA 78611. $495 cash or terms.
FOR SALE
WRINGER WASHER 439,00 and up
Phone WH 2-4332.
FOR SALE
up
RICERIGERATORS $19.00 and
WH 2.4332
FOR SALE
T.V. SETS - 469.00
up • PHONE
WH 2.4332

NEAT,

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

Help Wanted
WANTED
WITH ('AR OR STATION
WAGON
MUST RE A GO-GETTER
To deliver and sell papers weeklY
Salary plus commission
New TH-State
Publishing Company
236 South Wellington Street
MAN

the dollar.
THE TRI STATE 11EFENDER

GUARANTEED N. Y. LIVE IN lobs. on
435-355 wit, are advanced. Mallory
Agency, 576 Merrick Re., Lynbrook,
N. Y.

236 South Wellington Street
Memphis, Tenn.

PART TIME OUTSIDE
SALESMAN WANTED
TO SELL MAJOR APPLIANCES,
T.V. AND STEREOS.
MAKE GOOD MONEY IN YOUR
SPARE TIME.
GOOD YEAR SKR1,11Cr, STOKE
2289 PARK AVE.
SEE MR. TOM DULANEY FOR
INFORMATION

GUARANTEED N.Y. LIVE-IN
Job. $35-155 wk
Fare advanced
Mallory A gency 576 Merrick Rd.,
Lynbrook, N
Y.
WOMAN EXP. IN HOSPITAL WORK
CALL:
452-1831
NEGRO WOMAN EXP. FACTORY OR
BABY airruvo. CALL:
JA 5-7919
NEGRO WOMAN WANTS FIVE DAYS
work-private horn..
948-1273
EXPERIENCED
MAID,
NURSE.
Ironer. City referencea. 5 day, a
week. JA 7-9043.

GOOD MAN NEEDS WORK AS FOR
ter or restaurant worker.
WH 6-0687
MALE • FEMALE SALES PERSONS
Desirable work for
PART TIME CoLLEGE STIUDENTS
Torn Sawyer's Appliance Co.
Ph: WH 8-4332
618 X McLemore
YARD WORK for MEN FOR us.of
MEN WANTED
HOUSE. Must have other job -House
Make Up To $2.50 Per Hour
work for wife
Ph. EV 8-4618 Contact or Call Mr. Hale, 948 0774,
Part or full time. Mr. Hale, 1108
417 SO. PARKWAY EAST
S. Lauderdale.
OPEN FOR INSPECTION
CHARMING 7 ROOM BRICK
MEN!!!
Plat SALE
Price Reduced to $11.250.00
To sell
appliances
and
furniture.
DEEP FREEZERS-960 00 and tilz
$350.00 CASH, PLUS CLOSING
Would like Intelligent men. Exper. In
Phone WH 2.4332
TRIM
FLOORS,
RED
GUM
H.
W.
selling.
Mont
like
people. Call FA 3.
GAS RANGES - $29.00 up PHONE
5-8909
Mrs.
L.
Fitter
BR
4551, 2259 Park Avenue.
WH 2.4332
BR 5-8174 The Goodyear Appliance & Furniture
LARKIN-GOWAN, INC.
WIN CASH PRIZES FOR PARTICICo.
NICE HOME FOR RENT
paling in a series of Bible Quiz.. 3 LARGE ROOMS
HALF BATH
Sweepstakes and magazine subscril
,
retired or settled couple. Near PM.Hon promotions. Sc brings you com- lar bus line. Stove FURNISHED.
plete detail. from
BR 3-3237
TOM JACKSON Dept. F)
Y OWNER
:12 Sweet Avenue, Birmingham 7, Ala. -HOUSE FOR SALE
1267 Worthington St.
3 Bedroom Brick, Call BR 4.4203
for appointment.

For Sale Misc.

THIS
SPACE IS
FOR
ADVERTISER

of

7,012.

Enrollment

mark

in

GIRLS OVER 21---TRAVEL
NEAT
CAN
COLORED. SINGLE,
AFTER
TRAINING
EARN
$100
COMM. AND BONUS NO EXPERI.
ENuE NECESSARY. SEE MRS. OILMORE, QUEEN ANN HOTEL, 228
VANCE. 10 A.M. TO 6 P.M. NO
PHONE CALLS.

Iprogram since that year now
'exceeds

80,000.

CO.
CHEVROLET
370 UNION AVENUE
JA 7-4478

$10" DOWN & $1000 PER WEEK,
APPROVED CREDIT
10110WINO CARS SEE HOMER SKELTON ONLY

1955 CHEVROLET 4 Dr. Belair, Radio, Heater
8 Cyl. Automatic Drive
1956 FORD 2 Dr. Radio, Heater
1958 PLYMOUTH 4 Dr. Hard Top Bellevue Der
1957 BUICK 4 Dr. Hard Top
MANY MORE CARS TO SELECT
BRING THIS COUPON ALONG

TAILORS
129 Beale
Tondo Rentals For
FROM. ANNIVERSARIES
WEDDINGS
COMPLETE ACCESSORIES
FORMAL BALLS
525-9395

WAYNE'S

RAINES REALTY CO.
575 RAINES RD.

Instructions
PI AN O.
VOICE
AND
CHARM
classes. Private or groups &colai
rate to school children. Z. Lois King.
1616 South Parkway East, Pho.•
275.0435

EXPERIENCED BEAUTICIANS
wanta lob so aha mower in white
shop oi a, seamstress. IA 3.3664.
Keep children in home for working
mothers-by the day, week, or month.
Ca!I FA 4 5166 for information
Rev and Mrs. L. W
Meyer s

Special Services

man
111151EMoRKEIts MANTEL)
We will semi you the names and
addreasee of 50 U.S. firms that 1.R.
GENTLY NEED HOMEWORKERS for
only 25c poatnald! Rush your name
address. and 25c today to Farmer 3
TS Fifth Ave.. New York 10, N.Y.
Piano Tuned. Have your piano tuned
like new. Call BR 2-7644 for service.
Only $1000.

CLEANERS
& HATTERS

N

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

,176 & 178 BEAL STREET JA 6-5300
LOAN OFFICE
EPSTEIN
162-164-166 BEALE ST.

151 Beale St.

bert, s

held al
last
850 N.we

IA 64450

tendin

her ir
term,
nHhere

We Hove Been In Business 1 5
Years, B•cau•• We Are Specialisle in Our Field.

WHEN IN NEED
A FRIEND TO SEE IS
MORRIS'
MONEY LOANED ON
T. V. - RADIOS - SHOTGUNS
DIAMONDS - SUITS
WATCHES - TOOLS
STEREOS
AT

MORRIS'
LOAN

•

OFFICE

152 BEALE ST.

MADAM BELL
A

This
sippi

is

e'a
rtaiM
gc'
nti
gram
o
sd
rer

ever,
have
ment

ral!
p
scrh
oo
go
He

State

Tx
i ner
Oil

G I'
l SY

Line.

MADAM

BELL

back after a long time of being away

last she Is back to stay in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife Or sweetheart? Are you in bad health: Are you discourage(W
If any of these are your pruhlenis, come let MADAM
and at

BELL advise you at once. She

Stir

problei
those

Lady)

her new office at the Missis-

will

.201
To
By
Al
to

at)

gram"

read life to you

cratic

just as she would read an open book. Tell you why

Wedn

your job or

business is

not a success. If you have fail-

ed in the rest come see MAI)AM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South,

sippi

State Line on the

way

is 2 blocks below where she

just over Missis-

at Ur
tion

i

than 2

to Hernando. her home

used to stay

right aside

gramdent
eF
nt
ea
(
1

the DeSoto Motel. Be sure to look for the RED BRICK
HOUSE and

you
'
ll find her there at all times. (She

Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line
and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see
never had an office in West Memphis.)
MADAM

BELL
'
S IIANI) SIGN.

/ Starts June 21 Thru Oct. 15 \
SUMMER

GREYHOUND - RACING
BEGINS AT > SOUTHLAND

PARK
GREYHOUND
SOUTHLAND
INTERSTATE 55
WEST MEMPHIS, ARKANSAS
ON Y 5 MINUTES FROM DOWNTOWN MEMPHIS

fi

the

confer

when

138 BEALE STREET

mow

e

lioni
wh tev.
s
'

Visit tA & H BARBER SHOP

MONEY LOANED ON
Articles of Value
Diamonds
Jewelry
Watches
Golf Clubs
Shotguns-Tools

out o
stf
ro
zyi
r. Ne,g

time. :

Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.

WHILE YOU WAIT"

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY, ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO' LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL

The

IOU KNOW SIIE IS NOT

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

Pro

Ss ,y„
phis

_ •Call or Come In Today.

CAPITOL LOANS
FFICE

to ha'

YOUR
PROBLEMS
BY
Meta-physics" for advice
and guidance to your problem.. Send
birthdate, 3 questions and $2.00 to
William H. Felton, Ps.D , 2473 Seventh Ave. New York 30, New York.

(English

I.

the co
danget
tnhite
Ay ar.rri
•

MASTER

You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender

"ALTERATIONS
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Situation Wanted

NEWSBOYS

PHO 323-4645

3388 MACON RD.

SHOE 160
STORE Beale
COME IN
SEE
FREEMAN
SHOES

6

WALKER HALL FURNITURE
AND APPLIANCE CO.

three courses in the LOMA Fd-

COLETTA'S

Mai
Of I,
of ,

ALL

6 SALESMEN WANTED
TO SELL FURNITURE
AND APPLIANCES
Expense and Commission Paid

all

ucational Program showed increases, Course HI (Fel!owshio)
recording the largest increase,
19 per cent.
LOMA Institute examinations were initially given in
1933. The total number of per;sons who have enrolled in this

VOL.

CALLING

Beale St. Shopping Center

6 Per

WHY?
Buy New Home With Muddy Yard
We're Offering Houses In New Condition
With Established Lawn - Fenced Backyard - 3 Bed root,. - Comhinatio
Kitchen And Family Room With Bruit
Red Tile Floors. Separate Living /to,
- Car-port - 01, 8-5255 - 398.75e-

Salesmen
and
saleswomen
wanted to sell retail advertising in the Memphis market.
We pay 25 per cent and 30
per cent contract commission

The number of new students
cd 7,418, an increase of
r the 1962 high
1 cent ov,

Houses For Sale

RAGSDAIJC IIMELOY 64 ENT
1796 PATTRICK
Lic. B000ty Operator to FOOlS In
Whits Beauty IMOD
HIGHWAY 51 SOUTH
Maid Comb
626 sat
Short Order Cook
820 us
OWNER ASSUMES
Maids - Cock
4',i percent V. A. Loan - 563.22 Monthly
JA 6-4689
Notes: Nothing Down. Or New ro,..
WOMAN likSiRS8 Jun AS MAID OR Loan With
4390 Down Plus Closing Mat.
baby-sitter live days a week. Call:
01. 8-4501
NEW LOOK
WOULD LIKE WORK AS CU3IMUN 3 Bedroom, Ilia bath-Fenced Barnyard
Ironer or keep children.
(IL 9-5255
Of(ice 398.7442
Call: Wet 8-2181.
TWO NICE HOMES
1213 Dempster. Hardwood floors
Homeworkere Wanted:
1263 Newark, 3 Bedroom.. Coale
W• WIII send You tile Ci trelpiete names
aee. Easy Terms Bill Winemiller.
and adeliesee• of 50 U I firms that
, CARTER REALTY CO.
GL 8-5666 3294 Poplar FA 7-5389

enrolling in the program roach-

FIN
PHONE 24 HOURS

Furn. For Sale

Advanced

New Record set by
LOMA Institute
enrollment for the Life

COMPLIMENTARY
Emma Barbee of the Barbee
Ranch, 109 Hornlake Road gave
birth to a beautiful brown and
white faced male colt, Tuesday
April 2, 1963 ...
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